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ABSTRACT

It is a difficult task to determine strain distribution from images. In engineering, there

have been some attempts to use images to determine strains in solids. Only relatively

simple cases were considered. The problem, itself, is demanding and challenging and

belongs to the most difficult in image processing. It has been solved in this thesis by

introducing an original method, Image Correlation Technique, that matches two whole

images of the same object, undistorted and distorted, pixel for pixel, in order to determine

the deformation to which the object was subjected. The method makes use of simulated

annealing optimization technique and works equally well for small and large deformations,

and for both linear and non-linear cases. Shown here are the positive results of using the

method on model objecs subjected to simulated deformations.

There is no need for control points. The method is the flust one that attempts, with

success, to process and actually to relate imagesþictures as a whole. It can be easily

generalized to include three-dimension images.

The method opens new possibilities in the image recognition and in other connected

fields of artificial intelligence, the mosr difficult problems.

The method can find an immediate application in radiology as the major constituent of a

diagnostic procedure, that has been also suggested, Differential Radiography Technique,

for the automatic detection of soft tissue abnormalities (growing masses or tumors).
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CHAPTER 1

1.1. INTRODUCTION

This work solves the problem of image matching for images that are connected by an

unknown deformation. It shows that a successful match is possible by using only the gray

level intensity distribution throughout the image plane.

A new method, the Image Correlation Technique (ICÐ, has been developed. It makes

use of the simulated annealing optimization technique. ICT is capable of distinguishing and

recognizing fields of large and non-linear deformations from the deformation recorded in a

series of image frames.

There ate many other methods that utilize optical means to measure strains. Most of

them rely on the interferometry technique, holography or speckle photography. The

interferometry methods work well for deformation cases where displacements are

comparable to the optical wavelength or its low multiple.

The Digital Correlation Technique (DCT) uses correlation. Ir can be applied to

investigate the surface strains of solids of order of 0.01 [Chu, 1985].

Among medical applications Digital Subtraction Mammography is an example of a

method that correlates pictures of a human breast that are taken some time apart. This

method exists only in the development stage with some preliminary results lZhou,1991l.

It is intended to apply ICT in the fîeld of medical radiography as a means to correlate

two-dimensional (2D), or three-dimensional (3D) human body images. A fa¡ reaching goal

could be to measure the mechanical properties of human tissues under the action of stress.



One of the possible applications could be breast screening. The most simple, effective,

and highly recommended procedure to detect changes and abnormalities in a woman's

breast is to examine the breast by hand. The entire population of women is encouraged to

do so by themselves. This is a successful method, since Breast Self Examination (BSE) in

most cases (in90Vo of detected cases) is the first line of detection of breast cancer fZhou,

19891. It relies on feeling by hand the differences and changes of constitutive properties of

tissues of the breast. However, no one has tried to employ the mechanical properties of

breast abnormalities in quantitative diagnosis. By using med.ical imaging modalities, it is

probably possible to map a strain field of the breast under a known external source of stress

and by solving the reverse problem arrive at the mechanical properties of the breast. This

may establish a new alternative to BSE, a diagnostic procedure that could be calted

"mechanical imaging". The problem, however, requires knowledge of the stress field, and

it is an extremely difficult task to measure the stress distribution while deforming the

breast.

The solution of the reverse problem adopts the finite element technique, designed

mainly for direct problems in engineering that involves comparatively small linear strains

and known, uniform mechanical properties. In addition, there is only an experimental

approximation of the elasticity equation [Fung, 1972a], [Fung, l97}b].

There have been few attempts to reconstruct the distribution of mechanical properties

for the living tissues. Ray [Ray, 1980], [Ray, 1979a], [Ray, 1979b] used ultrasound data

to establish the position of heart valves and blood pressure to estimate the strength,

distribution and changes of stress action. He found a unique and interesting relation

between the disease progress and the mechanical properties of the heart valves tissue.

The ICT method this thesis proposes leaves behind all the concerns and limitations

associated with the non-linear, non-elastic and viscous mechanics of living tissues.



Initially this thesis work was intended to follow the path outlined above and some of it
(not reported here) was done. This includes writing a computer code for the finite element

implementation.

However, as will be shown, the displacement field derived independently from using

stress distribution dat¿, will itself provide very interesting information on the deformed
objecr The new Digital Differential Radiography Technique, introduced in this thesis, is an

example of a medical application that uses it.

The work presented here covers: (a), The basis of the Digital Correlation Technique.

(b), The basis of model-based matching using locations. (c), Introduction of the Simulated

Annealing Technique. (d), Formulation of the Image Correlation Technique. (e),

Formulation of the Digirår Differenrial Radiography Technique.



CHAPTER 2

TMAGE MATCHING

2.1. Introduction

The importance of image matching can be seen in the large number of applications. The

following ¿ìre some of them: target search, character recognition, measurement of motion,

cartographic stereoscopic measurements. The matching process can be viewed as a simple

process of finding the location in a distorted image at which a given patrern of gray levels

matches the original image. The pattern itself can be a step, an edge, a line or in more

advanced applications, a template representing a known object. The last can be extended to

a situation when a piece of one image is to be matched against another, the original one.

Finally, the most challenging task can be to match the whole image of a given scene with its

distorted version. The result of such a match would be a deformation field. The last listed

problem, matching entire images, will draw our attention in the following sections and

chapters.

In this section we will explore two interesting techniques in image matching. But first

some rema¡ks on the correlation function as a means of similarity measure.



2.2. Correlation Function

Among many possible ways of measuring the degree of similarity between images are

so called distance measures, that are the most intuitive and natural:

max I I -I *l , | 1" ".,

l, 'l

I l,' ' *)' ((2.2-1).

(2.2-3)

where the integration is performed over the image space where the match is made.

Expanding the last expression in the following way:

I l,'-' \'=l l' '.1 l'.' 'l | ' '. (2.2-2),

it may be assumed that the first two tenns on the right side of the Eq. (2.2-2) are consrant

and the whole change of the equation value is carried by the third one [Rosenfeld,19T6],

[Rosenfeld,1982). In addition according to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the third

integral is limited as follows:

II, l, 
.,1'''

' 
.=l/

Thus the following defînition of a correlation function as a measure of similarity or lack of

similarity, has its justification :



11,,.Ç- (2.2-4)

The correlation technique is often used in signal and image processing. In case of real

images a discrete form of the corelation function is more appropriate to use:

Ç-
L I r li,jll*[r,j]
ij

ll l,,II,.,)'''

(2.2-s)

Moreover, when we intend to match two real images of the same scene, despite all

precautions to capture and process both images in identical conditions, a slight shift in

intensity s between images may occur or/and the images may differ in contrasl This may

be a particula¡ situation when images are separated in time and exact conditions that were

present when the first picture was recorded are more diffîcult to recreate. However, if we

are able to ensure that the intensity shift s and the contrast change c are independent of

gray intensity, we may relate both images by a simple formula:

I *=cl +s (2.2-6)

This is probably feasible to achieve for every recording system. The only question is,

whether the useful range where 84. Q.2-6) holds is suffîcient to accommodate conditions

that a¡e present at the time when each of the images is taken. If so, the correlation function

calculated with respect to the mean intensities of both images will again accommodate the

matching process [Bookstein, 1990]:

ll'2t¡'jtV'.' lr, jl'
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It is essential that Eq. Q.2-7) be invariant under the transformarion (2.2-6). At this point,

it is instructive to show on a very simple example how matching conditions influence the

correlation function. We use two four-pixel images to plot correlation functions, with only

one entry ¡ t.t in the second image changing:

120 I
r4o l

(2.2-7)

(2.2-8)/ =i5o6ol r * =2r =[ 
t;

' :Lsozol 
L teo

CORRET-ATION

r [11]

Fig.2.2-1. Conelation function: (a), calculated using (2.2-5) and (b), calculaæd using Q.2-7).

In Fig. 2.2-l both forms of correlation funcrion, Eqs. (2.2-5) and (2.2-7), are

displayed. When both images a¡e identical, both correlation functions yield their maximum

values that are equal to unity. However when any part of one of the images is distorted



(either its gray level scale or/and the geometry is changed), the decrease of the correlarion

function will indicate this mismatch. From Fig.2.2-1, it is evident that the correlation

function of Eq. (2.2-5) is flat and slightly out of s)¡mmerry, while the correlation calculated

using Eq. (2.2-7), is highly non-syrnmetric. When the variable enrry in the second matrix

of Eq. 2.2-8 exceeds the value of 100 that makes a perfect match with the first image, the

correlation function falls very rapidly. This may be a good reason why it is so d.ifficult to

verify the quality match using the human eye and correlation [Mazur, E., 1992]. It is

however, a very good indicator of a perfect or almost perfect match.

If, somehow, someone is able to predict and possibly reconstruct the deformation of

the second image, the correlation shows that by increasing its value. One way to do so is to

search through the large number of images that actually constitute a library of possible

distortions. The other approach is to use the so called rubber mask approach

lRosenfeld,l976f, [Rosenfeld,1982], [Jacobson, lg76), that exploits the search

throughout the space of permissible distortions (transformations). There is also an

interesting proposal to subdivide the entire image into a number of subtemplates, connected

by means of springs [Rosenfeld, 1982f, [Jacobson, 1976) and finding the combinarion of

pafüal matches that are as good as possible or require the least tension in the springs.

But generally, these methods are practical to use when the space of possibilities is

relatively small, and when it is possible to make a good initial guess what kind of distorrion

should be used. In fact, the above two solutions have been limited to matching using small

templates and to the situations when the deformations a¡e limited to simple cases of

rotation, scale change or other simple geometrical transformations.



2.3. Image Matching Using Location

An interesting approach to image matching has been given by Baird in his d,issertation

[Baird, 1985]. His interest was focused on the problem of the recognition of plane rigid

shapes that have been subjected to an unknown d.istorrion. The following definitions will

help to present his method. Please note; The notarion and definitions that are used below,

are only for the purpose of this section and are not valid outside of it.

A singlepøttern is a set of local features that can be located independently from the

others in a small region of the original image;

A model pattern is a set of pattems p that form a model image;

The ínstance ímage Q is expected to be a noisy and deformed copy of the model

pattern.

The deformations considered affect the whole image as well as a particular pattern.

However, in Baird's work, only pattern locations were used, leaving other properties

unused. Patterns themselves were represented by single points.

A matchíng M of the size È is a one-to-one mapping from a subset of p of the size k

into Q. From all possible marches, there is t! distinct possibilities.

The distortion that was investigated included only translation, rotation and scaling. A

geometrical representation of matching is accomplished by a regístration procedure R that

maps the Euclidean plane onto itself

n(q)

(2.3-t)
=[;].'"[:ï ::,)t;]

where r, and ry are the translational offsets, s is a scale factor, and 0 is a rotation angle



about the origin. By introducing additional variables 4 = scos0 and

rewrite Eq. Q.3-I) in the following form

uij.ei < dij

foraII j =I,2,..,1¡ and aII t =I,2,..,k

R(q)=t,lt,3t,)

12 =SSino, we can

(2.3-2)

(2.3-4)

In other words, registration can be accomplished by specifying for all matching points q,
the set of parameters {rr,rr,rr,rr}.

Noise is introduced as the vector quantity

e, = R(ø(p,))- p,
(2.2-3)

The last equation combines together the matching and the registration operations. In
practical applications, noise is the result of an imprecision in feature extraction or in image
acquisition' Because of that, it is conceivable to estimate e prior to the registration process.
Noise constraints are such that the model point p¡ and the result of matching and
registration n(ø(p,)) must lie within the region in rhe plane bounded by straight sides.

These sides' that areT in number, form a polygon. The folowing inequality holds for each
side

where u¡ is a unit vector perpendicular to thei side, d¡ is the closest distance of the point
p¡ to thei side' Fig' 3'2-1 shows schematically the matching, the registration and noise

constraints.

10



Fig. 2.3-t. Matching, registration and noise constraints.

using (2.3-3), we can rewrire w. e.3-4) to give the following form

uu .(n(ø(p,))- oi)< au

for all j = 1,2,..,1¡ and all í = 1,2,..,k

9=M (Pì)

(2.3-s)

Assuming rhat noise consrrainrs d¡, moder pamern {p,} un¿ matching {ø(p,)} are a¡
given' the solution of Eq. (2.3-5), for each i and i, yields in four dimensional space
R4frþry11,'rf, uset of constraints or inequalities. These all constraints, when fulfilled

simultaneously, ind.icate that match M is feasible.

All points in the model and the instance images are ordered and all possible matching
permutations (attogether k!), are checked using the feasibility test. However, if a partial
match is not feasible a search branch is abandoned. By partial match we understand a match

between the limited number of ordered poinrs such as n < k.Depending on the feasibility
criterion' the remaining branch, that is based on the given match of n ordered points is cut
off or continued for n * 1. This original se¿rch algorithm is called the pruned tree-search.

11



The method is interesting with respect to how it incorporates noise. The Image

Matching Using Location worked on models with simple deformations that included

scaling, rotation and translation and was tested for the set of pattern points as large as

k =36. There is also requirement to transfer images from the gray level representation into

the pattern representation prior to the matching process.

2.4. Digital Correlation Technique

Usually the surface of a body under investigation by DCT is coated, at random, with

white and black regions to give a'speckle appearance'in the scattered laser or white light.

This ensures that each subset of an image is statistically different from others. Each image,

as it is viewed by a TV camera, is a matrix of discrete samples of the light intensity

scattered by a body surface. Each enuy in the matrix that covers some surface of the object

is referred to as a pixel. DCT determines the deformation through the numerical correlation

of a selected subset of pixels from the reference image with its counterpart from the image

of the body under deformation. The deformation itself is required to be a homogeneous one

(displacements are linear functions of a pixel initiat position, i.e., for a sufficiently small

region straight lines remain straight after the deformation). If not, an image area under

investigation must be broken into many smaller area subsets that can be processed

separately. The procedure attempts to correlate the small subs et LM from the reference

image (a square about 10 by 10 pixels in size) with all rhe same size subsets {AM* ¡i 1}

that cover the distorted image (i indexes these subsets).The coordinates of any point of the

deformed body (x*,y*,2* ) can be expressed as a continuous function of the original

coordinates (x, y, z ) of the undeformed configuration:

12



x* = x + u(x,y,z) y * = y + v(x¡,2) z8 =z+w(x,y,z) (2.4-1)

where u, v, w are displacement functions. Let I o¡v(x,y,z) and , * *ir(x*,y*,2*) denote

intensity functions at the centers of subsets of undeformed and deformed pictures,

respectively. The essence of the DCT method is to arrive at the correct values for u,v and

w of the subset A'M.In formal notation, for 2D, it is equivalent to minimizing in the least

square sense the correlation coeffîcient C given by [Sutton, 1983] :

ôuì
'òx I

:t^.Làu âv ðuLl tu'u'a* 'ay 'ay

The displacement functions u andv are the outcome variables. However, all derivatives

help to reshape the AM subset (a template) while matching it with all the deformed subsets

{LM* tt I }. At the outset of the procedure, the template LM withcoordinates of its center

(xJ,z ) is chosen. Also ranges for all displacement functions and their derivatives are

predetermined. (lJsually the maximum values of displacement functions are limited by the

dimensions of the distorted image, and accordingly the limitations on all derivatives are

set.) At this stage, also, an increment for each variable is supplied. (Often it is equal to one

tenth of the variable range.) The procedure starts with all derivatives set to zero.

Eq- Q.a-\ estimates C for all possible combinations of z and v (roughly about a few

hundred). The best values for ø and v that minimize C are retained. In the next two

steps, one at the time, all possible derivative combinations of the second and the third pair

of variables are checked and set to their optimal values. After the estimation cycle of atl six

variables has been completed, the ranges of all the variables are decreased and centered

about their recently estimated values. The procedure then enters the next iteration loop. The

iteration process terminates as soon as the correlation function at the end of a cycle is

t3



satisfactorily low. The presented sequence of steps ensures that the convergence of all

va¡iables is almost simultaneous regardless of the increment values of all variables that are

used.

The above approach was recently presented by Sutton et aI.lsutton, 19831 in the form

of a completely automatic computation procedure and employed successfully to determine

displacements of a cantilever beam with a load at the end. In other works [Chu, 1985],

[Peters, 19821, a different correlation function was used

" (u'''#-'#'#'# ) 
: 

[oM *r.i, 'o* t6*v*¡¡ 
]dM 

* (2'4-3)

and all effort was devoted to maximize the C function. This approach is similar to template

matching in pattern recognition [Gonzalez, 1977). DCT assures correct values for all

parameters by picking them out from the ranges of values that are predetermined at the

beginning of the optimization process.

The following are the limitations of the above described methods: All methods require,

predetermined at the beginning, a set of value ranges for all variables. They correlate only a

small portion of a reference image with the larger portion of the deformed image. As a final

result, all six variables are estimated only for the central point of the subset A,M. The

method is also limited to situations where the deformation is homogeneous as well as

uniform, and were applied only in engineering to plane structural problems. Uniform

translations as large as 0.14 inch were correlated [Peters, 1982], and elongations of

0.006 mm and strains of the order of 0.01, with accuracy less then l\Vo, were recovered

[Chu, 1985].
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CHAPTER 3

SIMULATED ANNEALING OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

3.1. Introduction

We start with a descriptive presentation of the Simulated Annealing Technique (SAÐ.

SAT is a well known optimization technique that is a part of the whole family of Monte

Carlo methods. The strong feature of this technique is that it finds a high quality solution

that does not depend strongly on the choice of the inirial solutions. It is applicable to the

vast family of problems where the explicit mathematical solution does not exisl

To introduce SAT, the formalism of Markov chains is introduced that allows us to

analyze the asymptotic convergence of the simulated annealing algorithm. Finally, some

considerations are given to a cooling schedule.

3.2. Formulation of Simulated Annealing

SAT takes its name from the strong analogy to physical annealing. In the real process,

close to perfect crystal structure emerges almost always at the end of a very slow and

carefully mastered cooling process. It is essential that a system transform through a series

of states of thermodynamic equilibrium.

15



In the liquid phase particles of the melted solid occupy energy states E, with

probability P,

P,{X-i}=Å*r(#) (3.2-r)

where X is the stochastic variable denoting the current state of the solid, k, the Boltzmann

constant, T the temperature of the melt and Z(T) is the canonical partition function

[Gordon, 1980], [Hill, 1956], [Hill, 1960]

z(Ð-?"-,[#) (3.2-2)

where the summation is extended over all possible states available for the solid to be found

in. In the ground state that corresponds to a perfect crystal, the solid is in its lowest

possible energy state. If the cooling process is not carefully done, the solid may end up in

one of the number of meta-stable states. This is particularly true when instead of ca¡eful

cooling, the solid was subjected to quenching.

Kirþatric et al. fKirkpatric, 1983], incorporated the concept of physical annealing

into the optimization computation. The system under optimization is charactenzeÀby a cost

function. Some authors call it a goal or a statefunction. Often the cost function has multiple

global and local minima. In a real physical process, the cost function has its counterpart in

the free energy function. The analogy goes even further: The method has the ability of a

thermal system to locally increase its free energy. This helps itto climb ow of local minima

and consequently to lower its free energy level. The described feature is the most important

factor that makes the method so powerful. The probability for such an increase in the

energy (cost) level is governed by the Bolzmann formula:

16



(3.2-3)

where ÂE is the energy change and, krT is a measure of the thermal energy. As the

temperature Z decreases, the probability P decreases also, and the number of accepted

changes that increase the energy also reduces rapidly.

The basic difference that d-istinguishes SAT from Monte Carlo formulations is how the

temperature is maintained during the optimizaton. The Monte Carlo method that was

introduced by Metropolis at al. [Metropolis, 1953] and larer mod.ified by Gordon

[Gordon, 1968, 1980], treats the temperature as a constant and the optimization as a

process that tries to achieve and maintain equilibrium conditions (for the fixed temperature).

As it is, it is rather a time development process. [n some cases, the optimization is repeated

for different values of the temperature. SAT takes all that and goes through many

temperature levels (quite large in number), starting from a high value and going down till
the systemfeezes.Inanother words, SAT treas the temperature as a variable (and not as a

parameter)' There is no doubt about advantages that this new approach has. One can

imagine modeling of a real physical process that undergoes a phase transition instead of
checking the equilibrium conditions at the particular temperature. However, there is a

drawback: on each temperature level, to maintain the analogy to a physical process, there

has to be an equilibrium in the system before the temperature is decreased. Because the

temperatue goes through a considerable number of steps, there has to be enough relaxation

to keep the system at equilibrium. This, in turn, introduces some uncertainty as far as the

system convergence is concerned. But, the traditional Monte Carlo method dealt with the

same problem with the only difference that the scale was smaller.

Simulated annealing is a powerful and very flexible optimization method. To implement

it, one has to design a unique goal function that describes the system under the

investigation and its dynamism. It is also necessary to outline the basic principles the

-="*(#)
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system will be maintained by. In the case of image matching, we need a guideline that

describes how to set different parts of a picture into the motion. V/e will call it the

movement algorithrn and we will explore it in the following chapters extensively. Another

thing that also has to be prepared is the way or rate in which the system will approach the

solution (coolíng s c lrcdule).

3.3. Solution and Convergence

The following section gives the formal description of the simulated annealing. The

notation as well as def,rnitions are given after a book by Emile Aarts et al. f{arts, 1989].

The combínatoríal optimizatíon problem is described by a set of problem instances.

An ínstance of the combínatorial optimization problern is defined as a pair (S,/) of

the space solution .S and the cost function/ such as

/:S-+R

and the task is to find the optimal solution ioo, e s that satisfies

(3.3- r )

f(¡",,)< f Q) forall ie.Î (3.3-2)

The search for the globally-optimal solution can be divided into two caregories:

minimization or maximization of the cost function. The only d.ifference as far as the formal

introduction of the method is concerned, is simply the reverse of the sign of the cost

function. Consequently, in the case of the maximization

18



f0"0,)> fQ) forall ie^S (3.3-3)

We also define a neighborhood of the solution i: For each solution ÍeS , there is a set

S, c S of solutions that are close to Í in some sense. It may be, for instance, a set of

solutions that are obtained from i in a single ransition.

Furthermore' we define the simulated annealing algorithm. The definition consists of
three procedures.

(1) Generation mechanism. Iæt (S,/) be an instance of the combinatorial optimization

problem' Among all solutions.S we postulate (generate) a transition between two states

iandjc.S

(2) Acceptance criterion. The probability of accepting the transition from the state j to

the stateT is given by

11 ir ÍØ< rG)
P"{accept rt=i".0[ 

ry) ir f(j)> f(i)
(3.3-4)

(3) Cooling schedule. A so called control parameter c, is designed to play the role of

the temperature. The decreasing of the control parameter is associated with an iteration step

k.

Simulated annealing is the repetition of the Metropolis algorithm that is evaluated at

decreasing values of the con[ol parameter.

The mathematical formalism of Markov chains is a useful tool to model the simulated

annealing' A Markov chain is a sequen ce of tríals with the outcome probability of a given

trial depending only on the outcome of the previous trial. Let X(/c) be a stochastic variable

denoting the outcome of the kn tial, then the transition probabiliry at the kú rr-talfor each

pair i¿ of ourcomes is defined as
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P¿¡(k)=p{x(¿)=j tx(r-r)=;1 (3.3_s)

The matrix P,, (k ) is referred to as the transitíon matrix. If the transition probability

depends on the trial number k, then the Markov chain is called inhomogeneous. The

Ma¡kov chain that does not depend on the trial number is called homogeneous.

The transition probabilities for simulated annealing algorittrm a¡e defined as follows

[Gtt 
(tr) A,¡ (rr) r i* j (3.3_6)VÍ,ieS : P¡¡(k)=P¡¡(c¿ )=JJ\ ' 'r\tu, 

lt- Ip¡t(r*) ir¡=jI I es,r *i

Matrix G,,(rr ) is the so called generatíon probabitíty. It is the probability of generating a

solution j from the solution i such as

ví,7 es: G¡¡(rt )=G¡ j =f, *(r,)(, ) 13.3_7)

where e=lS; 
f ,forall i eS

G,,(,r ) are conditional probabilities that are independent of the control par¿Lmeter cp and,

chosen over the neighborhoods s, (that are equal in size for all r).

The second matrix in (3.7), matrix A,,(rr) is the so called acceprance probability

V i,7 e S : A,,(rr)= *t[-*#tJ (3.3-8)

where,foralldeR, e*=a if a>0,and c+=0 otherwise

and is essentially the same as the Metropolis formula given in Eq. (3.3-4).
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The definitions (3.3-6), (3.3-7) and (3.3-8) are more general ones of the simulated

annealing algorithm. They are in an agreement and closely follow the analogy to the

physical process.

The stationary distribution of a f,rnite homogenous Markov chain with the transition

matrix P is defined as a vector q

ai=ol$P{x(¿)=i tx(0)=/ }foralli (3.3_e)

The stationary disribution can be regarded as the probability of the solution after a¡r infinite

number of transitions at a given T. Moreover it satisfies the following matrix equation.

Zo¡'¡i=qi foralli
j ' (3'3-10)

Clearly, it is an eigenvalue problem with solution l for all q¡.

For the finite, irreducible, homogeneous and aperiodic Markov chain a given

distribution q is stationary if the following relation is valid

q¡ P¡j=e¡ P ¡t (3.3-11)

The last equation is known as the detaíled balance equntion.

The following theorem (not proven here) is important as far as the simulated annealing

algorithm convergence is concerned.

Theorem 1. Let (S,f ) denote an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem and,

let P (c ) denote the transition matrix associated with the simulared annealing algorithm,

defined by Eqs. (3.3-6), (3.3-7), (3.3-S). Furthermore, let the following condition be

satisfied:
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(1)

Vi,je.S 3p>L, 1ls.lL.. lreS

with /0=í,lp= j and

Gtrto*, (3.3-12)

Then the Markov chain has a stationary distribution q(c), whose components are given by

q¡(,)=¡fu"*[-+), 
",ar 

i es (3.3-13)

where

(3.3-t4)

It means that the stationary distribution e* , ãt a zeÍo value of a control parameter c, is

attained after the infinite number of transitions.

.l'iàn 
(') - q*

No(. )= )"*p[-jes \
ru)

c

øî=ffix(s,o,¡(t)

I'it l3*,{x(t )= r } = ¡frn þ )= qi

It also means (from Eqs. (3.3-13) and (3.3-14)) that each optimal solution is reached wirh

equal probability

(3.3-1s)

(3.3- 16)

(3.3-17)

or

And, finally, that the probability that the system is to be found in the optimal state is
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lim lim
cJo ¿-+- )esoo, )=1

c¡*1 ! ci , / = 0,1,...

,l$t'' = 6

e"{ x (r

The last equation is a guarantee that for limit values of c and È, the simulated annealing

algorithm asymptotically finds the optimal solution.

From the practical point of view, Theorem 1 implies that asymptotic convergence is

attainable in the case of the infinite and homogeneous Markov chains, generated at

descending values of the control parameter. This outcome is not very optimistic as far as

the solution of real problems is concerned. For certain conditions, however, it is possible

to expect asymptotic convergence with less restrictions. The answer lies in generating finite

homogeneous Markov chains in descending values of the control parameter. Then the

problem is reduced to the generation of a one single and inhomogeneous Markov chain.

I-et cr denote the value of the control parameter at the kû ttal, cj be ttre value of the

control parameter of the /rå homogeneous Markov chain a,nd, L stand for the length of the

homogeneous and finite Ma¡kov chain.

ck=ci, ILck<(l+T)L

(3.3- l8)

(3.3-19)

(3.3-20)

(3.3-2t)

and

such that

The following Theorem 2 lists conditions superimposed on the rate of the control

paftlmeter c, that are necessary for Markov chain to converge to the distribution given by

Eq. (3.3-16).
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Theorem Z-l-et (Srf ) denote an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem and

let P(&) denote the transition matrix associated with the simulated annealing algorithm

defined by Eqs. (3.3-6), (3.3-7), (3.3-8). Furthermore, let the following condition be

satisfied:

(1)

Vi,jeS I p >1, ah.\.....lreS

with /0=t,lp= j and

Gtrtr*,

(2)The sequence {c¡'} satisfies the following inequatity

ci (3.3-23)

where

^=q1l {¡U)-f (í) ri es¡}
i, je ^S ' (3.j-24)

and Lis chosen as the maximum of the minimum number of

transitions required to reach an íoo¡ from j, for ail j es such as

L always exists as a result of condition (1).

Then Markov chain converges in distribution to the vector q*, with components

øi = 
ffix(s,,, ¡(i 

), for all i e ^s es-zs)

or, in other words

_t*"{ x(¿ ) esoo,}-r
(3.3-26)
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The last result shows that the inhomogeneous Ma¡kov chain, built from the finite

homogeneous chains, converges in distribution to a set of optimal solutions, provided that

cooling is slow, such as in Eq. (3.3-23).

There is an improvement compared to the conditions listed in Theorem l. Although the

algorithm still finds an optimal solution after an infinite number of transitions, it is still

impractical for any real application. A suitable approximation to the asymptotic convergence

need to be worked out.

The simulated algorithm is an excellent general optimization algorithm, easily applicable

to many problems. However, in many practical implementations, due to time constraints,

the algorithm converges approximately to a global solution, and because of that, it has to be

viewed rather as a reliable approximation approach. But on the positive side, the simulated

annealing algorithm has the tremendous ability to return the solution arbirarily close to the

optimum in a wide variefy of combinatorial optimizationproblems.

3.4. Cooling Schedule

In any highly randomized optimization process there is always a choice to be made:

Either to follow the process that is aimed to get the optimal solution, at the risk of a very

large, possibly impracticable, amount of computation time, or to limit the search to a quick

solution at the risk of sub-optimality. Here, we present one of the possible finite-time

implementations of the cooling schedule.

læt us define the qwsi-equilibrium. The quasi-equilibrium is achieved if the probabiliry

distribution a(Lr,cr) of the solution after the L* trials of the kú Markov chain is
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sufficiently close to q(cr), the stationary d.istribution Ãt c2, defined by Eqs. (3.3-13) and

(3.3-14), i.e.

lla(r¡,c¡)- qk¿ )ll . ' (3.4-r)

for a cert¿in positive value e.

The original cooling schedule [Kirþatrik, 1983] consists of the following paramerers:

an initial value of the control parameter, a decrement of the control parameter and a final

value of the conrol parameter.

The initial value of the control par¿rmeter is such that the initial acceptance ratio is close

to one.

The decrement of the control parameter is given by a simple formula

ck+t= d ck k=1,2,... (3.4-2)

The constant ø is usually chosen from an interval (0.8, 0.99). The final value of the

control parameter is determined by the fluctuation of the cost function. If the cost function

of the solution obtained in a particular Markov chain remains unchanged during the

execution of a number of consecutive chains, the algorithm is terminated. In order to

sustain the system in the state of quasi-equilibrium, the number of trials L, is usually

determined based on experience.

The other cooling schedule [Aarts, 1989], the so called the polynomial coolíng

schedule, is also based on the concept of quasi-equilibrium (3.4-1) modified in the

following way

llq(.-)-q('*.,)ll. uv,t > 0: (3.4-3)
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for some positive value of e. The last equation postulates that quasi-equilibrium is

maintained throughout the optimization process and only small steps are adopted so that the

stationary distributions for the subsequent homogeneous chains will be close to each other.

Let us assume that a certain number of fansitions is generated at a certain level of c. The

acceptanceratio f, forsuch a sequence can be expressed as

m1* m2 exp -F(Ð (3.4-4)
a
¡v=

m1* m2

where rzr, is the number of trials from the state í to rhe state j for which f (j) < f (i), mr,

the number of transitions such ttrat /(7) > /(i).,and 4f(*) i, rhe average difference in the

cost over the m2, the transitions that lead to an increase in the cost.

Then the expression on c can be calculated

c-
_4¡-(+)

(3.4-5)

The last equation is useful to determine the initial value of the control parameter co. It is

done by the convergence of c calculated repeatedly with the acceptance ratio set slightly

below and close to one.

From Eq. (3.a-3) the closeness of the stationary distribution for any two successive

values of the control pammeter ca¡r be expressed

(3.4-6)
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for some small positive number ô. It can be proved that Eq. (3.4-6) is equivalent to the

following

V ieS:

That last can be rewritten

conrol parameter

".nr-Èl
ifr<'1+ô,

,**t )

to give an expression for the two consecutive values of the

& = 0, 1,...

(3.4-7)

(3.4-8)
V ie.S : c**t) ='rr, =, - k=0, 1,...

, , c* ln(l+ ô) '

f (i)- Í,0,

With some approximation the last equation gives the formula that can be used as a practical

implementation of the cooling schedule

(3.4-e)

3ock

where o"* is a standa¡d deviation of the cost function.

The algorithm introduced depends on two parameters: the initial acceptance ratio 1, and

the distance paftLmeter ô. There is always trade off between the decrement of the control

parameter c. and the length L* of the homogeneous Markov chain. Intuirively, the larger

decrement in c, requires longer L* to restore quasi-equilibrium at the next cr*,.
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CHAPTER 4

IMAGE CORRELATION TECHNIQUE: A
FOR IMAGE MATCHING

NEW PROPOSAL

4.1. Introduction

we introduce a new method, Image correlation Technique (IcT), that estimates the
transformation of deformations from pictures. The outcome of ICT is a displacement
field' The search for the displacement field represents the inverse probrem for image
restoration' The geometric distortion that takes place between consecutive picture frames,
is' in general' unknown' using an original algorithm and employing simulated annealing,
a well established optimization technique, by rearranging pixers, from a picture frame
taken prior to the deformation, we a¡rive at the pixer arrangement represented by a picture
frame taken in the course of, or after the deformation was completed. The method works
equally well for linear and non-linear cases. we present exampres of deformation
estimation for pairs of two-dimensional images. However, the method can be readily
applied to the th¡ee-dimensional object representation such as cT images of parts of a
human body under the action of stress .

ICT finds the transformation of body coordinates that uniquery conne*s different
stages of deformation recorded in a sequence (or at reast two) of images. under the term
image we understand a set of data that can be viewed as a picture on a screen. The
meaning can be extended to the set of data that represent a 3-dimensional (3D) structure,



such as a human body, reconstructed from projections by
tomography or other imaging modalities

ICT employs the powerful Boltzmann apparatus that forms the basis of simulated
annealing' The specially crafted algorithm that we call a movement algorithm, a goal
function' and a cooling algoritlvn, make Image correration Technique new, unique and
distinct.

In the subsequent sections we present our concepts of the goal function, the
placement algorithm, and the cooling schedule that integrated form Image correlation
Technique.

4.2. Correlation Function

In our application we introduce the following image similarity measure:

a means of computer

ij

r [ijlr.lij]
lln(l¡ Itj l-r .tr¿ 

tl+ t)c - 1000

I (/ . [¡,i ])'
ij

(4.2-r)

where 1 and I* are intensity values from two different pictures. In the language of
optimization techniques, we will refer to c as a cost or a goal function normalized with
respect to the deformed image ^l*. In case of a perfect match the value of the correlation
(4'2-1) is normalized at 10o0. From an algebraic point of view, the correlation function is
a sensitive function of an exact match. To present some cha¡ts of the correlation (4.2-r),
we introduce an example of two smat test images as described by @.2-2).
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(4.2-2)

Fig' 4'2-r shows the plot of correlation (4.2-l) for a match of the test images I and,I*
(4'2-2) with 1* [1,U=100- The element 1 [1,1] of / object is a variable (along the
horizontal axis). The function has a sharp, delta-like maximum at the position 1[l,lJ=100
where both images are identical. The correlation function is approximately symmetrical
about the matching point. The region designated by two horizontal arrows shows the
decreasing range that is on the right side of the matching point. Beyond this range, in the

di¡ection of higher values, the correlation increases very slowly and the symmetry is lost.
That lack of symmeuy is the result of using in Eq. (4.2-l)a denominaror containing only
the deformed image /x that is unchanged during the entire optimization. This
arrangement could be changed. we used it as it gave the convenience of calculating the
denominator only once. This in turn made computations much faster. Lack of symmetry
is compensated by the placement algorithm that we will introduce in the next paragraph.

The feature of elastic movement of the picture with some restrictions on the rigidity of
the movement ensures that, globally, the correlation function uniquely reflects the degree

of similarity between images. To the extent of examples and deformations that have been

explored in this work, correlation (4.2-r) is appropriate to use, giving positive results. It
has to be stressed that the most important feature of the correlation function is its delta-
Iike sharp shape at the point of the exact match. Using implementations of other known
correlation functions gave negative results, although they were not checked extensively.
In particular'Fig' 4-2-l should be contrasted with the correlation functions of Fig. 2.2-1.

I =[
ri, 60 I
80 70]

Itt 60 I
80 701

I . =f
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r [1r]

Fig. 4.2-1. Correlation function (4.2-l) for matching images given by (4.2-2) wirh / *[1,1]=100.
Region designaæd by horizontal arrows is a decreasing range of conelation on the rightiide to ttre
point æ 1* [1,1]=100, where the match is perfect. The extension of the decreasing range is 20Vo of
the value of the matching point. Beyond thãt range the conelation increases very siowti.

Fig. 4.2-2 presents correlation function (4.2-1) with the elemenr /* [1,1] of the second

image 1* as a parameter. Each curve resembles the one of Fig. 4.2-1. However, the

dynamism (the magnitude of function changes, especially around the matching point) is

quite different for different values of the paramerer 1* [1,1]. As a matter of fact, the

greater the parameter value the greater the function dynamism. This has important

implications. Along the optimization process, at first, larger changes of the correlation

function are restricted. This means that regions of relatively high grey level intensity

values, a¡e matched first. As optimization process proceeds, gradually, the regions with

the lower intensity are matched. In other words, if we explore 3-D representation of an

image (with the image grey level intensity on the third axis) we may expect that tops of

the hills are being taken care of first while the deepest valleys are matched last.
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CORRELATION

I tl ll

Fig. 4.2-2. Conelation function (4.2-I) for matching images given by (4.2-2). Each curve is for a
different value of parameter 1* [1, I ].

For the purpose of the future work that may very well include matching real and noisy

images, based on experience with correlation (4.2-l), the following form of the

correlation may be more suitable to use:

(r li, jl-T)Q T¡, jl-I* )

C-
í ol¡ r:;l-¡.t,rll+r

lt r I

(4.2-3)

This may be a particular case when images are separated in time and exact conditions that

were present when the first picture was recorded, are more diffïcult to recreate.Fig.4.2-3

shows the correlation curves according to Eqs. (4.2-3) and (2.2-7). The second curve

represents the correlation function that is commonly used. The proposed (4.2-3) has the

sharp, delta-like shape, similar to the one of (4.2-l), with the possibility of controlling its



width by changing the parameter A. In addition by rearanging the normalization term in

the denominator, it is possible to obtain simila¡ dynamism as is shown in Fig. 4.2-2.

CORRELATION

r ull

Fig.4.2-3. Conelaúon function for matching two images (2.2-8): (a), calculated using (4.2-3) with
A = 50, (b), calculaæd using (2.2-7).

Again, we may draw an analogy to a real physical system. We may designate, let us

say, the distorted image to be a ground state. Thus the correlation function, already a

match indicator, may well be a measure of an order in the system or a state function. The

optimization process tries to bring the reference image as close as possible to the distorted

one, that is, according to our convention the ground state. Because of this analogy to

thermodynamics, the optimi zation process can be compared to the cooling itself. The

proposed correlation function, together with the originally adopted movement algoríthm,

form the backbone of the new matching method and make it successful in matching

images when large deformations and strains are present.
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4.3. Movement Algorithm

The essence of ICT is the intentional deformation of the reference image. The way it
is done, step by step, is prescribed by the placement algorithrn.In this section we will
present and discuss it at full length.

The ICT method is essentially an iteration method equipped with the Bolrzmann

decision apparatus. We start our process from an undeformed conñguration (the reference

image) and go through a series of not necessarily real deformations that, we hope, will
lead us to the deformation that is close to or the same as the deformation captured by the

second image (the deformation image). By doing this we a-re trying to emulate the real

deformation that took place. Each intermediate deformation is generated at random and

tested as to how far it falls from the destination deformation. The correlation function is

used as a means of checking on the match and the decision part (to retain or reject the

trial) is transferred ro rhe Boltzmann decision algorithm.

One has to note that at each stage of the optimization of images, both the temporary

and the final ones depict the same object but with d.ifferent deformation histories. The

similarity measure and the decision that are taken ensure that the simulated deformation

will end up the salne as, or close to the deformation recorded by the second picture (the

deformed one). What is the most important, is the fact that throughout all this lengthy

optimization process we retain the information on all pixel positions from the original

(reference) picture configuration. Having this, we are in the position of knowing the

deformation field.

The following three steps are repeated until the system arrives at the solution.
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Step 1. At random, we select:

- a pixel I (íj) with i,j e{2,...,M -l}

- a direction (Âi, Âj ) such as Âi,Âj e {-1,0,1}

and Âi - A,j *0

- three numbers Ry , Ry , p 
,

all from the open interval (0,1 ), and

-a number R¡, from the open interval (0, M )

Then, we move the canvas of pixels I (m,n) from its actually occupied position in the

picture to a new position that is determined from formulas:

X,* [m,n I - X¡ Lm,n ) + ü(t lm,n ]

(4.3-t)

Y,* lm,n ) = Yt Lm,n.l + AY¡ l_m,n j

where:

A)( ¡ Lm,nt =x t lm +Li,n +Nl-x t lm,nI *,explZl '

(4.3_2)

AY t Lm,n, -Y t lm +a't,n +Nl--v t lm,nl o
"xpffiRt

and

Z _ (x r Lm,nl-x r liil)z + (y r lm,nl_y r liil)2 
@s_3)(F +R¡)2
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At the same time,

temporary image

this new configuration changes the intensity distribution in the

w I'f m,n I (round(x ¡¡k,tl-* ),round(y ¡¡k,rl-" )) r [k,t] Ø3_4)

where w is the number of pixels whose cartesian coordinates overlap the pixel of picture

coordinates (m, n).11w is zero thenl* is also ser to zero. Fig.4.5-5 gives a graphical

representation on how the interpolation works.

Step 2. Following the random displacement from step 1, we evaluate the cost function

C (the matching that involves temporary and deformed image) and make a decision. V/e

accept the change in the configuration, if C increases. If C decreases, we may accept it

only if the probability P (C ) is greater than the random number p chosen at random

from a uniform distribution in step l.

M

= Tô
,q¡ {

if^c >0

if^c <0

if^c <0

andP(C )>P
andP (C )sP

step is accepted

step is accepted

step is not accepted

where

(4.3-s)

P(C )= exP llrc 11t-r l (4.3-6)
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Step 3. The optimi zatton terminates if C no longer increases or fluctuates with a

certain small amplitude. This criterion helps to determine if the sysrem has converged.

For a single value of the temperature-like parameter T in Eq. (4.3-6),all three steps

are repeated many times. T itself is subject to change according to rhe cooling schedule

that we introduce in the next section.

The conditional decision from step 2 is essential for the simulated annealing

optimization. It provides means for escaping from local minima.

4.4. Cooling Schedule

The optimization scheme will not converge to an optimal solution unless we prescribe

an appropnate cooling schedule. The temperature-like parameter T in Eq. (4.3-6)

assures the control of the process. As T decreases along the optimi zation process, the

decision algorithm (4.3-5) accepts fewer movements that lead to the refinement of the

solution. Traditionally the total number of trials at each Z level is kept constanr. The

cooling schedule is of the form [Aarts, l9g9]:

rk - Tk'r
,* r&-1 n(t+¡)

o

where o and Â are means of additional control.

Initially Z is set to a large value so that any change in

acceptable.

(4.4-t)

ISthe correlation function
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It came out in the course of many experiments, that the most suitable cooling scheme

that worked well together with the movement algorithm was as follows: The number of

steps that were accepted on each T level (not the total number of steps), was kept

constant. The result was that the number of trials on each T level was increasing as T

was decreasing. The decrease of T is equivalent to an increase of the rejection number.

This is the immediate difference from the traditional approach. This approach lengthens

the process; however, it ensures that ICT converges with relative ease.

In experiments described in Chapter 6 another cooling schedule has been

implemented: After completion of a predetermined number of iteration steps, if the

correlation was less than a control value, then the correlation was assigned to the control

value and T was reduced by a fraction of its actual value.

Tk = aTk-r (4.4-2)

where the fraction ¿ is from an open interval (0-1). This procedure was repeated, each

time, after completion of the predetermined number of steps. The meaning of this is that a

system may stay unexpectedly long on a certain T level until the correlation lowers its

value. Such a construction provides a certain level of feedback between a system in

optimization and its cooling schedule. It makes convergence easier, but, on the other

hand, it further increases the total optimization time.
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4.5. Discussion

4.5.L. Optimization

Solving a combinatorial optimization problem is a process of finding the best or

optimal solution among a finite or countably infinite number of available solutions

[Foulds, 198U.

The search for the displacement is done by matching a picture taken prior to the

deformation (reference image), with the picture taken in the course of or after the

deformation. V/e will identify the process of image matching with changes in a

hypothetical system. To find the optimal or the best match, we apply the optimization to

the system with the incorporated concept of simulated annealing. The system under

optimization is uniquely characterized by the cost function (4.2-l).

Fig. 4.5-1. shows schematically the behavior of the correlation function that drives the

o¡timization process. An arrow in the upper right corner shows the direction of changes

of the temperature-like parameter. At every optimization stage the system has the ability

to lower its state function (the correlation function), and temporarily depart from the

solution direction. The probability for such a movement, given by Eq. (4.3-6), depends on

the C decrement and the temperaturelike parameter T.
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CORRELATION

Fig. 4.5-1. The optimization process driven by the correlation function. An arrow in the right upper
corner indicates the direction of the æmperature-like parameter change. Probability (4.3-O provides
a means to overcome local minima with the depth -ÁC.

4.5.2. Image Grid Movement

When considering pixel movement, it is worth discussing steps 1 andz in more detail.

There are eight directions to generate the picture movement, and all but the pixels that

form the border of the picture can participate in the movement.

The distance that a pafticulil pixel can move at is limited by the distance to its

neighbor that lies in the direction (^t, 
^j 

). By providing random numbers Rx, Ry (that

are the same for all pixels in each trial) as a means of additional control, the whole cell,

designated by (Ai, Âj ), is accessible is shown in Fig. 4.5-2.
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u. j )
SEED

PIXEL

u' j + 1)

(i +1,i + 0.s )

U +1, j) (i +1,i +1)

Fig. 4.5-2. A schematic movement for a particular pixel cell. Dashed line represents the di¡ection
chosen at random (Âi =1, Âj=l), the solid line rèflects the'correction' imposed by means of
9:T*"1:tt f x an! nt. Note also ttrat as long as R¡ and Ry æ real numbers from ttre open inærval
(0,1), all points within the quadrilateral are accessible.

In the sequence of images Fig.4.5-4 from (a) through (l), several representarive

movements from consecutive trials are depicted. The CT image of a human breast sample

was used to produce an example of moves that can be generated by the placement

algorithm. The description of the image is provided in Chapter 6. The algorithm was ser

to accept all moves that were generated. This was done by assigning and keeping the

temperature-like parameter T at arelatively high value so that Eq. (a.3-6) was very close

to unity. In addition the flexibility constant F also was set to unity to give moderate and

smooth deformations. The reference image, schematically represented by the grid, is

superimposed onto the deformed image. In the course of movement generation, the grid

takes different positions within the image frame. The deformed image is shown in the

grey level representation and remains unchanged throughout the whole sequence. This

way of displaying enables visual representation of the matching process by using images.



This convention is used in the following chapters to present results and the optimization

process itself. The sequence starts before any move takes place and with reference image

(a). The white dots placed close to the image edges mark positions of the reference border

pixels that are excluded from any move. These dots are shown only in (a). Between each

image in the sequel, there is a specific number of algorithm steps that were performed.

Fig. 4.5-4 b shows at least four moves of the reference grid that were already

generated. We will list them but not necessary in the order they were generated. The first

one, very rigid, is from right to the left. The second, also with high level of rigidity, is in

the direction towards the bottom of the image. Both moves, were generated with a

relatively high amplitude (Rr and R, close to unity). The third move, from the upper

right corner towards the lower left corner is with the small amplitude and mild rigidity.

This move is really interesting. It produces five circular wave crests, centered on the

center of the distortion, that result from the small displacement amplitude and rounding

offs that occurred in the Quick Draw environment (Apple's Macintosh displaying

software interface). And fînally the fourth movement, in the central part of the image and

to the left, has a mild amplitude and flexibility close to its higher limit. This one can be

compared to the case presented previously in Fig. 4.5-3 with the flexibility R¡ equal to

unity. 4-5-4c presents the system some number of steps later. Obviously previous features

are blurred by moves that were generated between frames (b) and (c). This is how moves

with larger stiffness dissolve the ones with less rigidity, unless there is some other way to

decide which of moves gives the desired configuration and should be sustained or

rejected. An even more convincing example of the above can be discovered by comparing

frames (d) and (e), following up the distortion in the left upper corner in (d). Most of the

frames, from (d) to (i), show in a number of instances the reference image grid departing

significantly from the frame common for both pictures. This surprising result has a

simple explanation in the algorithm formulation. According to (4.3-2) the real

displacement is determined by the distance of a parricular pixel to its neighbor that lies in



the direction of the move and also, as we recall, all border pixels do not participate in any

move. In addition, the displacement is weighted by factors R¡, and Ry . To explain it

further, let us assume that in the series of moves the entire image grid was pushed away

from one of the image borders (Fig.4.5-4.f). This explains wide spaces berween image

borders and the grid itself. If a move is generated that in fact tries to push the grid back,

in the opposite direction to that we assumed, and in addition the rates R's in the move

direction are significantly high, the resulting image would be very much similar to the

ones in the Fig. 4.5-4 f . or Fig. 4.5-4 i. An additional understanding of the above is also

provided by Fig. 4.5-2. Finally, the beauty of images (k) and (l) proves high potentials of

the algorithm.

As is apparent, the reference image movement is restricted only by the image borders

and the image stiffness itself, limited by F. In the real optimization program run, an

additional restriction is superimposed: lowering down the temperature-like parameter,

makes the move rejection more and more frequent, until the system under the

optimization freezes into the solution.
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Fig' 4'54' (a) - (l), A sequence of movemenq Sotjq ro a 30 x 30 pixet image. pixets from thereference image are repreènrcd uy nagnJanãF'"'å;îo,äåË.ffiår" human breastcr sampreis shown in the backgrb:nd 
lhe.refer.e;;;g# from an unoirioruä-iäage is moved following thesequence of moves generated by the placemËnt algorithm.
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Fig.4.5-4 contd.
(b)
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(c)
Fig.4.54 contd.
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(d)
Fig.4.54 contd.
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(e)
Fig.4.54 conrd.
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Fig.4.54 contd.
(D
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Fig.4.5-4 contd.
(e)
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Fig.4.54 conrd.
(h)
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Fig.4.5-4 contd.
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Fig.4.54 conrd.
(,)
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(k)
Fig.4.54 conrd.
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(l)
Fig.4.54 conrd.
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4.5.3. Interpolation

In Eq- (4.3-4), we present a simple interpolation procedure that is applied to resample

the image intensity (grey scale). Put simply, if, in the new configuration, a pixel is
stretched over a surface of several pixels, its center designates a pixel from the temporary

image that exclusively receives the intensity. However, when the centers of several pixels

fall onto the surface of one pixel (from a temporary image), it takes on a new intensity

value that is equal to the average intensity of all overlapping pixels. Fig. 4.5-5 shows

schematically the interpolation.

I
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Fig.4.5-5. The^intensity inærpolation._The image.Correlarion Technique adops a simple way of the
construction of the optimized image (temporary image) that is created ar eaih iterati'on rt"p. Cett,
of the.optimized image grid that do not ioincide *ñh-centers of the deformed pixel gddãe left
with the.intensity zero (white cells). Ottrers, that intersect one or more pixel ."næ¡5"u.quire the
lver.ag^e intensity of all interacting pixels (grey cells). The optimized imåge is nen matcliø with
the deformed one (correlation is calculated).

This kind of interpolation involves only the transformation

the averaging of the intensity. In other words, a center of each

of pixel coordinates and

pixel that coincides with



the reference image grid is labeled by its initial coord.inates, and may in general occupy

different positions at different times. This approach is often called a material descriptíon

or lngrangianformulation þittle,1973l. The intermediare image reflects this temporary

spatial configuration of the reference image. One can argue that such an intensity

interpolation is too primitive. It is, however, very computationally efficient. One has to

remember that our procedure resamples each pixel of the temporary image thousands of

times. Moreover, if incompressible structures are under investigation, there is no volume

change and the error that arises from lack of the correction due to the change in pixel

geometry is small. Of course there is a silent assumption that while a volume of matter

represented by a pixel has been deformed its intensity remains unchanged (or rad.iological

attenuation coefficients are the same). Bearing all that in mind, a compromise between

speed and accuracy is not so drastic. This kind of interpolation also presents another

advantage, i.e., it allows us to keep track of all pixel positions and pixel intensities for

both pictures. As a result, at each stage these entries yield appropriate values for the

correlation function C with little computation burden. Using the same interpolation there

is still possible to improve it. As it is shown in Experimenr 1, by increasing rhe sampling

rate better accuracy can be achieved. However, if one chooses to use a more refined

interpolation [Bookstein, 1990], [Hou, lg78l, [pratt, lgTB], [schoenberg, 19731,

[Schumaker, 1981], [Stucki, 1979], [Yamaguchi, 1988] it should be just to display the

final solution. Otherwise, the computation time would Iengthen considerably.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Experiment Descriptions

The ICT was successfully applied to estimate displacements in test images that had been

deformed using exact mathematical formulas.

In the two following chapters, 5 and 6, optimization experiments are presented.

Chapter 5 contains four of them: Exp. 1-4. These examples are experimental justification

of the method.

In Chapter 6 a possible application to the field of radiology is given. Two experimenrs

are presented there, Exp.5 and 6. They are more complicated than the others and the

displacement data resulting from the Image Correlation Technique are used for deriving a

d^ivergencefield.Thedivergencefields,thatprovidediagnosticimages,a.repreSentedthere

in a form of three-dimensional charts .

The def,rnitions and assumptions given here are applicable to all experiments presented

in both Chapters 5 and 6.

Figuresandcha¡tsrelatedtoapafiicularexperimentaremarkedbyacapitalletterE,

followed by an experiment number and a cuïent figure or a chart number. 
'

We define the following functions and parameters.
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The dffirence functíon, as the sum of absolute values of intensity differences of the

deformed and optimized pictures at each pixel locations, .

The acceptance ratio, as the ratio of accepted number of steps and total number of trials

for each temperature level;

The average time, as mean computing time between the two consecutive and accepted

trials. (fhe mean time value is taken for each temperature level.).

From now on we will refer to the length of Markov chain L (defrned by Eq. 3.3-19) as

an iteration constant and will denote it C7.

All experiments @xp. 1-4) presented in this chapter, and one experiment in Chapter 6

(Exp. 5), were conducted using an Apple Macintosh ll computer with co-processor and

with 8 MB of RAM.

In Chapter 6, in Exp. 6, to correlate the image of a mastectomy sample, a faster, Apple

Macintosh ll based Síemens LiteBox computer was used.

We will present results in the following form: We sta¡t from a fîgure that displays the

pair of reference and distorted configurations of the object (model) under consideration. In

some instances the next figure will present a deformed pixel grid alone, in some other

instances, the deformed reference grid of the reference image superimposed onto the

deformed image. This way we are able to compare two images using one figure. The grid,

an example of position representation, shows the positions of the centers of pixels of the

reference image. Because an image that contains the grid is fairly transparent, we may

superimpose it onto the deformed image displayed in gray scale. This is done without

losing much detail or obscuring the deformed image. This way, it is convenient to observe

and evaluate the optimization progress, when viewing it on a computer screen.

At the time of the convergence, in the same manner we may present a solution (the

reference grid, after a considerable number of adjustments by the movement algorithm,

positioned onto the deformed image).
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We also provide three-dimensional charts that present displacements fields

quantitatively in the ¡ and y directions. The horizontal coordinates, x and !, ãre image

coordinates and the third, vertical axis represents the displacement component for each

image pixel. All units in these charts are pixels or fractions of pixels.

In addition, we present some charts of optimization functions to describe the process in

a more exhaustive way. These are the correlation and the difference functions, the average

computing time and the acceptance ratio. The most important is the correlation function

(matching function) that in fact is a measure of similarity between the images. The

correlation function is normalized and its maximum value (1000 in all experiments except

Exp. 6 where 10000 is adopted) corresponds to a perfect image match (or convergence). It

is also worth pointing out that, when the plateau of the correlation function is well

established, the system is only a few percent or a fraction of percent from the convergence.

The difference function is an additional measure of similarity. Due to the nonlinear

character of the correlation function these two are not compatible. As a matter of fact, the

difference function is itself incorporated into the correlation function (see Eq. (4.2-1)).

The acceptance ratio parameter and the average computing time are measures of the

cooling rate. These are useful indicators in such cases as when the evolution of the system

is halted at some'srong'local maximum, or the optimization settings are too crude.

Each image is a discrete representation of a continuous intensity function that defines

the object. This sampling of the continuous intensity function is a result of the imaging

hardware. An original image, using the interpolation, can be enlarged or shrunk relative to

an increase or a decrease of a sampling rate applied to the original image itself. Such

sampling operations were done in the experiments 1, 5 and 6.

Each of the experiments represents the different stage of the algorithm development.

For the clarity of presentation each experiment is separated in different sections. Starting

from simple models the method was developed to accommodate more complicated
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deformation instances. Altogether lM experiments were conducted, lasting from several

hours to days, and on one occasion several weeks.

The experiments that were chosen for this thesis are representative among many others.

Taking into account the duration of each experiment, the overall effort to develop the

method was considerable.

Before the experiment presentation, a Pascal procedure is listed that is the practical

realization of the method.

5.2. Computer implementation of ICT

ICT was adopted to work in Apple's Macintosh environment.

The application was written in the THINK Pascal prognmming language designed by

Symantec, Cupertino, CA, USA. Initially the 3.0 version was used that later was converted

to version 4.0.

The coordinate matrices Bx and By have both double plane data structure (third

dimension with two entries). These matrices are designed to store the coordinates of the

reference image. Suppose that the first plane contains valid coordinates of the reference

image, while the second hosts the coordinates from the present trial. If the trial is accepted,

the second plane holds the valid reference coordinates. Only then is the first plane is

discarded, to be available for the trial data from the next optimization trial.

The intensities (images) of the reference and distorted images are kept in matrices Bi

and Ai, respectively.
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The experimental matrix Ae is designed to hold the temporary image created at every

iteration step. Matrixes Ae together with Ai are used to produce the value of the

correlation.

Matrix An holds the interpolation constants w from 4.4.3-4.
All matrices described were implemented as dynamically allocated variables.

The following piece of the computer code, together with relevant declarations, is the

implementation of ICT, that was used.

const
MSX = 30; {widrh of image in pixels}
MSY = 30; {height of image in pixels}
CORRELATIONCONST= 1000; {maximumvalueof correlation

function)
BACKGROUND = -1; {intensity of border pixels}

type

STN = (DISPLAY,INITIALIZATION, DOITERATON, PRINT, WAIT,
co|ryERGENCE);

REALMATRD( = affay[l..MsY, l..MSX] of REAL;

Real2Array = anaytl..2l of REALMATRD(;

var
Bi: REALMATRD(;
Bx: Real2Array;
By: Real2Array;

Ai: REALMATRD(;
AC: REALMATRIX;
An: REALMATRIX;

STAN: STN;

myPOINT: POINT;
FIXEDx, FIXEDy: REAL;

XX, YY: REAL;
XXX, YYY: REAL;
dXX, dYY: REAL;
DTX, DTY: REAL;
Rx, Ry: REAL;

{Reference image, intensity matrix }

{Reference image, x coordinate matrix}
{Reference image, y coordinate matrix}

fDistorted image, intensity matrix ]
{Temporary image, intensity marix}
{Temporary matrix , coefficient'w' see (4.3-4)l

{Variable that shows state of the program}

{Auxiliary variable, to store pixel coordinates}
{Auxiliary va¡iable, to store pixel coordinates}

{Auxiliary variable}
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DISTANCE: REAL;
REVERSE: REAL;
RADIUS: REAL;

FLÐflBILITY: REAL;
FLEXi: REAL;

R: REAL;
PT: REAL;

ROWS, COLUMNS: INTEGER;
ROWS_I: INTEGER;

ROWS_l,: INTEGER;

COUNT: I,ONGINT;
TCOUNT: I,ONGINT;
TCONST: I,ONGINT;

TT: REAL;
DELTA: REAL;

I, J: INTEGER;
DI, DJ: INTEGER;

K, KK: INTEGER;
TEMPELI, TEMPEL2: REAL;
M2: IÐNGINT;
CCN: INTEGER;
I_2: REAL;
DIFFEL: REAL;

{Flexibility limit F }
{Flexibility variable }

{ Probability variable }
fProbability variable P, see F4.4.3-61

flmage limits]
{ROWS-I=ROWS-1;
COLUMNS_I=COLUMNS-1)

{t, total counter}
{Temporary counter, on each'temperature' level}
{C¡ predetermined number of steps on each
'temperature' level)

{ Temperature variable }

fCooling control variable a, seeBq. a.a-21

{ Seed pixel coordinates }
{Direction of a move}

{Auxitiary variables}

CORREI-ATION:REAL; (Correlationvariable)
LASTCORR:REAL; {conelationfromprevious'temperature'level}
MaxC¡nelation: REAL; {Normalization factor}
OldCorrelation: REAL; {Correlation from previous step}
DConelation: REAL; {Conelation increment}
AVERAGECORR: REAL; {Averagedcorrelation, on each'temperature' level}

{ A pseudonumber generator with even distribution on the (0,1) interval.}

procedure RND (var RR: REAL);
EXTERNAL;

{The conrol procedure to determine the state of the application}

procedure STATE (STAN: STN);
EXTERNAL;

procedure ANNEA2;
var
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m, n: integeç {loop control variables}

begin
repeat

repeat {selection of a seed pixel - x
coordinate)

RND(R);
I := round(rows_l * R) + 1;

until (I > 1) and (I < ROV/S);

repeat {selection of a seed pixel - y
coordinaæ)

RND(R);
J := round(COLUMNS_l * R) + 1;

until (J > 1) and (J < COLUMNS);

repeat {direction to move in}
RND(R);
dI := round((O.s - R) * 2);
RND(R);
dI := round((O.s - R) * 2);

until @I <> 0) or (DJ <> 0);

RND(R); {selection of constants R¡ and Ry}
Rx := R;
RND(R);
RY := R;

RND(R); {flexibility selection}
FLEXi ¡= sqr(FLEXIBILITY + ROV/S * R);

FD(EDx := BxIKK, I, J];
FIXEDy := By[KK, I, J];

{ setting temporary matrices}

M:= 1; {UPER ROW}
for N := 1 to COLUMNS do

begin
Ae[M, N] := BACKGROUND;
An[M, N] := 1;

end;
M:= ROWS; {I,OWER ROW}
for N := I to COLUMNS do

begin
Ae[M, N] := BACKGROUND;
An[M, N] := 1;

end;

N := 1; {LEF-[ SIDE COLUMN}
for M :=2to ROWS 1 do

begin
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Ae[M, N] := BACKGROUND;
An[M, N] := 1;

end;
N := COLUMNS;
for M :=2to ROWS 1 do

begin

(RIGHT SIDE COLUMNJ

AeM, Nl := BACKGROUND;
An[M, N] := 1;

end;

I NEW CONFIGURATION FOR ALL EXCEPT BORDER PD(ELS}

for M :=2to ROWS_I do
for N := 2 to COLUMNS_I do

begin
XXX := BxIKK, M, N];
YYY := ByIKK, M, N];
DrX:= (XXX - FD(EDx);
DrY := (YYY - FD{EDy);
RADruS := (SQR(DrÐ + SeR(Dry)) / FLEXi;
REVERSE := I /EXP(RADIUS);

dXX := (Bx[KK, M +DI, N + DJ] - XXX) * Rx * REVERSE;
d_YY :=_(BylKK, M + DI, N + DJI - YYY) * Ry * REVERSE;
XX := XXX + dXX;
YY := YYY + dYY;
Bx[k, M, N] := XX;
By[k, M, N] := YY;

myPOINT.H := ROUND(XX);
myPOINT.V := ROUND(YY);

+ Bi[M, N]; 
Ae[myPOINT.V, myPOINT.H] := Ae[myPOINT.V, myPOINT.H]

+ 1; 
An[myPOINT.V, myPOINT.H] := An[myPOINT.V, myPOINT.H]

end; {M,N}

CORREI-ATION:= 0;

for M := I to ROWS do TTTIE NEV/ CORRELATION)
for N := I to COLUMNS do

if Ae[M, N] <> 0 then
begin

TEMPELI := AilM, Nl;
TEMPEL2 := Ae[m, n] / AnlM, Nl;
Ae[m, n] := TEMPEL2;
I]:= TEMPELT * TEMpEL2;
DIFFEL := ABS(IEMPELI - TEMPEL2);
CORRELATION:= CORRELAION +IJ /(1 + In@IFFEL

AelM, Nl := 0;

+ 1));
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An[M, Nl := 0;
end;

CORREI-ATION := CûRREI¿,TION * MaxCorrelation;
DCorrelation := OldC-orrelation - CORRELATION;

{BOLTZMANN DECTSION ALGORITHM, SEE (4.34)}

ifDConelation>0then
begin

PI := EXP(-DConelation / f\;
RND(R);
llI2 :=1v12 + I;
if (R < PI) then

begin
COUNT:= COUNT + 1;
TCOUNT := TCOUNT + 1;
CCN := KK;
kk := k;
K:= CCN;
OldConelation := CORRELATION;

end; { IF (R / RM) < PT}
end

else
begin

COUNT:= COUNT + 1;
TCOUNT:= TCOUNT + 1;
CCN := KK;
kk := k;
K := CCN;
OldC-orrelarion := CORRELATION;

end;

(cooLINc SCFIEDULE, SEE (4.4-2) |

if TCOUNT = TCONST then
begin

AVERAGECORR := AVERAGECORR / TCOUNT;
if AVERAGECORR > LASTCORR then

TT:= 1T * (1 - DELTA);
LASTCORR := AVERAGECORR
TCOUNT := 0;
AVERAGEC\JRR := O;

STATE(STAN);
end;

until STAN in [DISPLAY, PRINT, WAIT, CONVERGENCE];

end; {ANNEA}
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5.3. Experiment I

An object that depicts a single hill pattern on a ten by ten pixel base (Fig. E.1-1),

deformed in the following way:

x *=x +sinl" #_,5
(5.3-l)

y*=I+sinlîc --Y-.1L M IzJ

This is a non-linear deformation in both directions with the maximal amplitude equal to I

pixel. The period of the sine functions is the same for both directions and is equal to M

(image size). We may describe the deformation as a srress action from both right and left

sides (x component), and at the same time, from the top and bottom sides þ component),

forcing the image to collapse inside. Fig.E.1-2 shows the reference grid deformed by

(5.3-1) and superimposed on the deformation image.

Actually, to increase the accuracy during the optimization process, the object was

represented by a 20 by 20 pixel matrix i.e. (one original pixel was represented by a four

pixels of the same gray level). This represents sampling rate twice of that of the original

image. The double rim of dots (Fig. E.l-2) comes from the initial border pixels after the

sampling rate increased. These dot pixels do not contribute to the correlation and the outer

rim remains at its original position; however, the inner, dotted rim of border pixels is

allowed to participate in the grid movemenl

Fig. E.l-3 shows the solution confîguration. The reference grid is matched with the

deformed image.

The simulated deformation shows displacement in the x direction, Fig. E.l-4a, and in

the y direction, Fig. E.1-4b. Here, the displacements for dotted border pixels are shown to
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be zero. The recovered deformation in both ¡ and y directions is shown in Fig. E.1-5a

and Fig. E.1-5b, respectively. The recovery is smooth. The shape of the recovered

deformation is surprisingly close to the original one. The error of the recovered

displacements is presented in the next nvo charts E.1-6a and E.1-6b. The error range in the

¡direction is (-0.31,+0.2), and (-0.36,+0.16) in theydirection. These values are less

than the sampling range, that is, less than half of the pixel size (0.5).

In the course of the optimization the cooling schedule (4.4-l) was adopted with the

followinginitialsettings:Â=0.1 ando=5.TheflexibilitylimitwasserroF=2and,

the iteration constant was set to C7 = 50. For comparison, charts E.l-7, E.l-g and 8.1-9

show the correlation function together with the difference function. From these charts, it

can be seen that the correlation function (similarity measure) is not compatible with the

difference function, except in the case of the convergence. The optimization process

converged when the temperature like parameter T was reduced to around 1.5, after

approximately 2100 iteration steps and within about nine hours of computing time.

This experiment is characterized by the slow increase of the correlation function. At one

point of the optimization, a steep increase of the correlation function was observed. This

jump was from about the 40Vo level to a little below LO07o. Not long after that, full

convergence was recorded.

The acceptance ratio and computing time per accepted test are presented together in the

chart E.1-10. Right from the beginning, the acceptance rario falls quickly below 0.1 and for

the most part of the process stays approximately at the 0.01 level. It stayed there even after

convergence had occurred. The explanation to this lies in the image sampling; there is some

room for the movement algorithm to move the reference grid without change in the

correlation. By analogy to thermodynamics, the situation can be compared to energy states

that are degenerated.

The same chart shows also that within the convergence range, on the average, an

accepted step was recorded every 20 seconds.
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The following two charts, E.1-11 and E.1-12, depict not one but three independent

experiments performed using the same model that was described ar the beginning of this

section. They differ only in different settings for the iteration consranr C7. Experimenrs

with C¡ =25 and Cr =50 are almost indistinguishable as far as the correlation is
concerned (E.1-11). The only difference is the different cooling rate @.1-12). However,

when Cr =100, the correlation curve takes a d.ifferent shape; it climbs to the convergence

value in a more steady fashion and without any significant jumps. It also staÍs to converge

earlier as far as the temperature-like factor is concerned. This means easier convergence.

But, in terms of the optimization time, larger values of Cr lengthen the optimi zafion

process.
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Fig' E' I - I . The hill object under investigation. In the upper part is the undeformed image (reference
configurarion); lower part shows rhe distorted image uiing Ëq. (5.3_l).
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Fig'E '1-2. Distorted by (5.3-l), the reference image grid is superimposed onto the disorted image.
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Fig' E.l-3. The solution image. The reference image represenf.ed by the grid, matched with the
deformed picnre presented in gray levels.
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Fig. E.l4a. The hill disptacement field simulated by Eq. (5.3-l) in the -r direcrion.
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Fig. E'l-6a. The difference between the simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Conelation Technique, in the.r direction.
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5.4. Experiment 2

In this experiment a different object is considered. Fig. E.2-l depicts a human face on

a 16 by 16 pixel matrix. The deformation that was applied to the face is the same

deformation (5.3-1) that was used in Exp. 1. Therefore, the deformation description from

the previous experiment remains relevant. The only difference is in the applied sampling; in

the present experiment sampling was the same as of the optimized images - equal to one.

Fig' E.2-1 shows theface in the reference and the deformed forms. The white stripes

are zero value pixels that were left untouched by the interpolation (4.34), to produce the

deformation. The sine function is within the interval (0,þr ) and the only reason why these

stripes are not distributed symmetrically about the center of the image is because the first
row and the first column of the image data are assigned coordinates equal to one, and as the

border pixels by assumption, they are not considered in the deformation. (They are shown

as the gxay space in the deformed image.)

The displacement field resulting from the deformation is d.isplayed in the images.

8.2-3a, andB.2-3b forx and y direction, respectively.

The solution in the visual form, the superposition of the two images, is presented in

image 8.2-2.

The solution in the form of the displacement functions is depicted for both ¡ and

y directions in cha¡ts 8.2-4a and,E.Z-4b. By comparing the simulated deformation with the

recovered image, it is evident that the character of the deformation has been reconstructed.

However, when the error charts 8.2-5a and 8.2-5a are compared with similar ones of
Exp' 1, the advantage of using the optimization with the higher sampling rate is evident.

The charts for experiments show greater variation of the error. This is also reflected in the

elror range itself: (-0-46,0-27) nd (-0.53,0.38) in the -r and y directions, respecrively.
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optimization was carried out by applying the following set of controls: Â = 0.4,

o=1,F=2,CT=10.

Figure 8.2-6 shows the averaged correlation and the difference functions versus the

computing time. The convergence occurred within the fi¡st hou¡ of the application run. The

process was charactenzd, by the steep climbing of the correlation, right from beginning,

that slowed down before it reached the convergence plateau, where it stayed-

Figure 8.2-7 shows the acceptance ratio and the averaged time required to get an

accepted move.

In the chart E.2-8 the cooling schedule is presented.

Figs' E.2-9 and E.2-10 display the face and the resulr of its optimization. The only

difference, compared to Figs. 8.2-l and,E.2-2, is that this time image is on a 32 by 32

pixel marix.
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Fig. E.2-l- Theface under optimization.In the upper part is the undeformed image (reference
configuration)' in the lower part the distorted image using Eq. (5.3-l). Cfhese are besisin viewed
from a distance.)
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Fig'E'2-2' Distorted by (5.3-l), the reference image grid is superimposed onto ú¡e distorted image.
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Fig.E.24u The displacement field recovered from Image Correlation Technique in the.r direction.
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Fig. E.2-5a. The difference between the simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the.r direction.
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Fig. E.2-8..Image optimization for the face.T\e remperature-Iike parameter Iversus the
computing time.
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Fig.E-2-9.Theface on.a32-by 32pixel mafrix. In the upperparr is the undistorted image
(reference conhgurar.ion), in rhe lower parr rhe distoræd image úsìng Ëq. (5.3-l).
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Fig. E.2-10. Theface under investigation but on a32 by 32 pixel matrix. The solurion image: the
reference image grid matched with the deformed picnre.
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5.5. Experiment 3

The same object as in Exp. 2, the human face, was subjected to a different and more

violent deformation:

x * =x + sinl" #-À sin[z #Å
(s.5-1)

y * =Í + sin ln -J-,]M tzl

The image E.3-1 shows in the upper part the reference image, in its lower part the

deformed configuration is presented. White fields are pixels with zero intensity, the result

of using the interpolation function given bV Eq. 4.3-4. This is still the deformation with

the displacement amplitudes that can be compared to the ones from Exp. l. However,

present strains are more complicated and also shear strains a¡e introduced. In the upper part

of the image the horizontal stresses force the image to collapse inside, while in the lower

part of the image the same horizontal forces work to stetch the image. The srength of the

stresses varies from the top to the bottom of the image (8.3-4a), as rhe sine function. The

vertical stresses are similar to those in the previous experimens, they by to push the image,

with varying strength, from the top and the bottom, towards the image cenrer @.3-4b). The

exact result of the deformation combined in both directions, is presented in the image

8.3-2. The solution image, 8.3-3 shows the superposition of the reference grid and the

deformed image at the end of the optimization. The three dimensional charts E.3-5a and

E.3-5b present the deformation field recovered from ICT. The shape of the recovered

displacement, particularly in the -r direction, is very good. The error charts E.3-6a and
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E.3-6b show the error plane variations about the zero value to be within the error ranges: in

the x direction (-0.36,0.21), and in the y direction, (-0.59 ,0.32).

Optimization was carried out by applying the following set of controls :Â = 0.01,

O=1, F=2,Cf =50.

Figure 8.3-7 shows the correlation and the difference (averaged over all values on each

temperature-like parameter level) versus the computing time. Convergence occurred after

more then six hours of the run. The process at the beginning was charactÊnzeÅ,by the steep

climbing of the correlation that latter relaxed, before it reached the convergence plateau,

where it stayed.

Figure E.3-8 shows the acceptance ratio and the averaged time required to get a single

accepted move. For the most of the computing time, the averaged time oscillated around 30

seconds. The averaged time oscillation coincided with the fluctuation of the acceptance

ratio.

In the chart E.3-9 the cooling process is presented.
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Fig' E.3-1. Theface.In the upper pa-rt is the undeformed image (reference configuration), in the
lower part the distorted image using Eq. (5.5-l).
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Fig.E.3-2. The reference image grid disrorred by (5.5-l).
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Fig. E.3-3. theface. The reference image grid matched with tlre deformed picture.
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Fig' E.34a. Theface displacemenr field simulared by Eq. (5.5-l) in rhe.r di¡ection.
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Fig. E.34b. Theface displacemenr field simulated by Eq. (5.5-l) in the y direcrion.
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Fig. E.3-5a. The displacement field recovered from Image Correlation Technique in the.r direction.
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Fig. E.3-5b. The displacement field recovered from Image Correlation Technique in the y direction.
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Fig. E.3-6a. The difference between simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the ¡ direction.
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Fig. E.3-6b. The difference between simulated displacement and rhat recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the y direction.
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Fig. E.3-9. Image optimization for theface.llre temperaare-likc param¿terT versus the computing
time.

5.6. Experiment 4

Here a real CT image of a mastectomy sample has been used. The image represents a

cross-section obtained using high resolution scanner [Seguin, 1985]. In this case, we

actually sh¡unk the data image by the factor of 10 to produce a small picture (on a 30 x 30

matrix). The compression was done to make the image smaller in size and allow for the

method to converge in a reasonable span of the time. A highly nonlinear deformation was

applied to the image:
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(s.6-1)

The image E.4-1 in its upper part displays the reference image and in its lower part, the

deformed image. The deformation is a major one. The image 8.4-2 shows the combined

effect of the deformations in both the -r and y directions that are applied to the reference

image grid. The maximum displacement amplitude, in both directions, can be as great as 5.

In the ¡ direction @.4-3a), the deformation is thrusting from both left and right sides,

towa¡ds the center of the image. The strength of the deformation depends on the position in

both directions. In the y direction @.4-3b), the deformation is simply thrusting with

varying strength towards the center of the image.

The deformation fields recovered, using ICT, are presented in Figs. 8.4-4a and

8.4-4b. The images E.4-5a and E.4-5b show differences between the recovered and exact

deformations. The differences, which measure the interpolation error, are less then one

pixel. The error range itself, in the x direction, is (-0.66,0.45) and in the y direction

(-0.57, 0.47).

The optimization was canied out by applying the following set of controls :Â = 0.01,

O=1,F=1,CT=25.

Figure 8.4-6 shows the averaged correlation and the difference functions versus the

computing time. Convergence never took place in this experiment. The process was

characterized by the steep climbing of the correlation, right from the beginning, that relaxed

before it reached a plateau at the 97.5Vo level. There was probably a chance to get the exact

solution, however, there were no indications that this could happen rather sooner then later.

Because of the time constrains, the experiment was terminated after fifty hours.
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Despite incomplete convergence, the method, in such a case of highly non-linear and

large strain deformation, reprcduced the initial displacement field with fafu accufttcy.

Figure 8.4-7 shows the acceptance ratio and the average time required to get a single

accepted move. For most of the computing time, the average time was increasing its

oscillations to around 70 seconds.
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Fig. E.4- I . Breast tissue sample from a CT scanner. In the upper part is the reference configuration,
in the lower part the disrorted image using Eq. (5.6-l).
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Fig.E.4-2. The reference image grid after distortion. Dots represent border pixels.
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Fig. E.4-3a. The breast displacemenr fierd simurated by Eq. (5.6-l) in the.r direcrion.
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Fig. E.4-3b. The breast disptacement field simulated by Eq. (5.6-l) in the y direction.
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Fig-8.44a. The displacement field recovered from Image Correlation Technique in the¡ d.irection.
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Fig. E.44b. The displacement fiteld recovered from Image Correlation Technique in they direction.
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Fig' E'4-5a. The difference between simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the.r direction.
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Fig' E.4-5b. The difference between simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the y direction.
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5.7. Discussion

All experiments show that the ICT method recovered the character of the deformation

with surprising fidelity. This was true even for non-linear deformations and with an

amplitude comparable to the sampling distance þixel size).

From the results obtained in Experiments 1 and2, it is clear that an increase in the

spatial sampling rate leads to an increase in the accuracy of the final result

In all experiments, the range of the error was always within the sampling distance

þixel width). There was also observed a tendency to underestimate the displacemenr field.

The fluctuations of the error surface, on the three-dimensional charts, are rather small and

the surface, with a small number of exceptions, is rather smooth. This explains why the

shape recovery is so good, even in the experiments where the deformation amplitude was

comparable with the sampling distance.

The results of the Experiment 4 confirmed that ICT is capable of reproducing the

deformation field for strains that are complicated and non-rinear.

The correlation functton (4.2-l) that drove the optimization, in all the examples

presented, has proven to be an effective measure of image similarity. Also the d,ifference

function played a useful role as a convergence indicator.

In every experiment there was always a certain number of accepted moves, even after

the convergence occurred. The explanation lies in the image sampling rate, that left certain

room for the movement algorithm to move the reference grid without change in the

correlation. This type of move does not change the state of optimization, but does help lead

to convergence. In this sense, this background movement noise is desirable.
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The algorithm has a broad range of the iteration step param eter cTthat allows for
convergence' If the iteration constant is small the convergence occurs later in the process
and is accompanied by a steep increase in the correlation. If the iteration constant is
sufficiently large and quasi-equilibrium of the system is achieved at each temperature like
pil¿rmeter level' the convergence is easy and the correlation changes are less dramatic.
However' large values of the iteration constant usually mean longer runs. The appropriate
values for the correlation constant are in general object dependent.

Experiment 4 revealed avery interesting feature of the ICT. The optimization had not to
be carried out to the point where the correlation reached its highest possible value. As a
matter of fact when the correlation reached the 95vo limit value, the matched values were
(on average) only approxima tely 3vo apafi. An additional confîrmation of this fact is the
detailed correlation function chart produced in chapter 7 (Fig. 7.r-z).

The experiments presented showed that the movement algorithm given in chapter 4 is
capable of reproducing translation, nonlinear and shear strains. Because of the attachment
of some pixels to the image border, the algorithm is probably incapable of handling a
rotation' at least on a macro image scale. For this reason, it can be referred to as the
tran slation algorithm.

As far as the intensity interpolation is concerned, the ICT uses a simple way of
constructing of the optimized image (temporary image) that is created at each iteration step.
cells of the optimized image grid that do not coincide with centers of the deformed pixel
grid are left with the zero intensity (white cells). others, that intersect one or more pixel
centers' acquire the average intensity of all interacting pixels (gray void cells). The
optimized image is then matched with the deformed one (correlation is calculated).

If only the intensity differentiation across the object is unique, the intelpolation should
not yield a significant error that could jeopardize the optimization result. possible empty
spaces (zero intensity pixels) throughout the tempora-ry image are not so important.
Although, they may insult one's esthetics, they actually reproduce the deformation. one
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has to remember that the outcome is the displacement field estimated for all pixels from the

reference configuration. The possible loss of accuracy that may occur is compensated by

the gain in the computation speed. There is no need ro bother with filling in an empty space

at each iteration step. Actually it is possible to treat these spaces as noisy pixels with

specific value - zero. Moreover, Chapter 6 presents two experiments where that empty

space, resulting from deformation, was replaced with non-zero pixels.

The Image Correlation Technique brings out the required d.isplacement field. The

method takes two images and by correlating them, gets the displacement field

These experiments show how the Image Correlation Technique works on test images

under simulated deformations. Strains are large and deformations are non-linear.

At this stage, we do not address the question of noise. It is expected that noise will

introduce spatial errors in the image matching.

One of the most inconvenient features of the method is the high requirement for

computer time and speed. That is the main reason why the number of experiments is

limited.

However, the goal was to demonstrate that the method works. The work was done

using a relatively low power computer, the Macintosh II. But its excellent graphical

interface gave an opportunity to interact at the each stage of development of the method.

Having these results, the transfer to high computation power and fast super-computers will

be straightforward and all outstanding questions can be add¡essed and solved in a

reasonable time frame.

The ICT method that is introduced successfully reconstructs large strains and nonlinear

deformations. There is no need for control points. It is the first method that attempts, with

success, to process and actually to connect pictures as a whole. The method also opens

new possibilities in the image recognition field, one of the most difficult tasks in image

processing and in remote sensing.
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On the other hand, it has to be mentioned that this procedure requires calculation

power. It is also at its early st¿ge of development and was only tested on simulated

deformations.
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CHAPTER 6

DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL RADIOGRAPHY

6.1. Introduction

It has been proposed that three-dimensional mammograms taken some time apart could

be subtracted to bring out changes which are due to growing breast tumors [Gordon,

19851, fZhou, 19921, fZhou, 19901. Two different sources of misregistration can be

encountered: 1), differences in patient positioning, breast compression, dose parÍLmeter

settings, or change of equipmentl.2), a growing mass, may change the second image itself.

These two situations should be add¡essed separately and accordingly geometric

transformation beween these two mammograms should be performed before the digital

mammogram subtraction takes place. In other words, in the first step, it is necessary to find

the geometric so called warping transformation [Bookstein, 1990] that relates an earlier

"reference" image to a curent warped one. Digital Subnaction Mammography relies on a

selection of features in both images that can be related to one another as corresponding

control points. The selection of corresponding control points can be done by using template

matching and texture classification techniques. Recent work emphasizes the usefulness of

7'ernike moments fZhou, 19911. But the most common method for the control point

selection is manual selection of corresponding features in both images. Existing

interpolation techniques help to extend the coordinate transformation from the control
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points to all points that entirely cover both pictures. In the last step, the geometric

unwarping is performed, the reverse of the transformation between an image and its

warped version. Any differences between the reference and the unwarped image, that might

occt¡r, undergo careful inspection for growing abnormalities.

As it is, DSM is still at the development stage and the accuracy of its resuls very much

depends on the number of control points and the judgment of a person who makes the

initial correlation.

In the following sections a nev/ approach has been proposed. Using ICT, a

deformation field, for each pixel, from the reference image, is determined. By applying the

differential operator, the deformation fîeld is transformed into a strain field, which may be

used as a diagnostic image.

6.2. Method Formulation

The immediate application of ICT is in the field of radiology. It requires rwo

radiological, CI or MRI images that are taken some time apart.Applying the divergence

calculus to the displacement field (vector ñeld) computed from ICT, produces spots that are

regarded as sources of positive or negative displacements, sources of a growing mass or

movements. Any sinking may, for instance, indicate drainage of body fluids or tissue

necrosis. And by analogy, any source of displacement (movement) may be attributed to the

gathering/deposition of physiological substances or growing rissues. Especially fast

growing and concentrated abnormalities may be easy to detect. Another requirement is that

both images must be radiological compatible, i,e., that there be a one to one

correspondence between all tissues represented in both images.

This thesis postulates, that calculating the divergence field of the displacement field,

yields an image that can be regarded as ready to use diagnosis.
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The divergence of the vectorial displacement freld D can be expressed as

divD -ðu * â'
ðx ðy

or its digital counterpart

ut lt ¡ +t]-ur [; ¿ - r] vrlt+t¡]-rrl¿-r7]

(6.2-r)

(6.2-2)
divDlr.l I =

Fig.6.2-l shows a flow chart of the method.

Fig.6.2-1. Digital Differenrial Radiography flow cha¡r.

TWO OR MORE IIIAGES SEPARATED IN TIME
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6.3. Model of Growing Mass

In the experiments presented, a computed tomography (CT) image has been used of a

mastectomy sample. Fig. 6.3-1 shows a cross-section that has been obtained using a high

resolution scanner [Seguin, 1985]. The image was sh¡unk by averaging l0 x 10 blocks of

pixels to produce a small reference picture on a 30 x 30 array. This compression was done

to reduce computing time. The compressed version is shown in Fig. 6.3-2, and it is the

reference image. Fig. 6.3-3 shows the distorted image of the mastectomy sample. The

latter is the result of the application to the reference image of a simulated deformation that

preserved the volume. From the center of the image, each pixel originally placed at the

distance R from the position (i, j ) = (15,15) was moved aside, along a radial line, to a

new position at the distance R*

R * = Jnq;Ã (6.3-1)

where r o--3.

The empty space left around the cenffal pixel (i = 15, j = 15) was filled with the

unique density value to represent a growing mass. Fig.6.3-4 shows how the reference

image grid (based on the centers of image pixels) has changed due to the simulated

distortion (6.3-1).

Fig. 6.3-5a and Fig. 6.3-5b show the displacement field resulting from the

deformation (6.3-1), in ¡ and y directions, respectively.

It is evident, that from the mathematical point of view, (6.3-l) has a discontinuify at

R = 0 and both displacements change sign when crossing it.

The displacement field images (in both directions, together) provide ready ro use

diagnostic documentation. The idea of presenting useful information using only one image
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is much more attractive and convenient for med.ical staff. This can be done by applying

8q.6.2-2 to the displacement fields in both directions. Fig. 6.3-6a presenrs rhe

divergence field calculated from displacement fields, in the wire frame format. The same

data are presented in Fig. 6.3-6b in the format of a twodimensional contour chart. The

shallow 8row, that coincides with the position of the sample outline, represents the region

with the negative displacement (contraction). This was an unexpected result of the decision

that was made before the divergence calculation. Namely, the d.isplacements of all pixels,

that were not object pixels, were set to zero. This created the simulation of the tissue

collapsing at its rim. The center of the simulated deformation (6.3-1) is reproduced in the

form of a tall and sha{p peak that is exactly positioned at the center of the deformation. In

the contour representation this peak is equivalent to the number of concentric gray regions,

exactly positioned at the center of the image.
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Fig. 6.3-1. A high resolution CT image of a mastecromy sample.



Fig- 6.3-2. A CT image^of a m,astectomy sample obtained by shrinking the image from
Fig. 6.3-1, by a factor of t0 to produce a reférence þictu.e of rhe siä 30 x 30 iixels.
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Fig. 6.3-3. The reference image afær the simulaæd disrorrion using Eq. (6.3-l). The pixels opened
up in the middle due to the distortion have been assigned a unique fry ieuer to rrpr"r"nt a unior.
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Fig. 6.34. The appearance of rhe reference image pixel grid after rhe distortion (6.3_l).
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Fig. 6.3-5a. The displacemenr field simulated by Eq. (6.3-l) in the.r direcrion.
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Fig. 6.3-5b. The displacemenr rreld simulaæd by Eq. (6.3-1) in the y direcrion.
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Fig. 6.3-6a. The divergeace field from the Digiøl Differential Radiography æctnique obrained for
the displacemørr fields simulated by Eq. (6.3-l). \virefrarne charr.

Fig. 6.3-6b. The divergence field from the Digital Differentiat Radiography tectmiçe obtained for
the displacement fields simulated by Eq.(6.3-1). Conrour chart.
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6.4. Composite Movement Algorithm

If it is possible to predict the cha¡acter and the scope of the deformation in the problem

under investigation, it would be beneficial to seek for the solution by generating such a

deformation. The generation, of course, should include random selection of the

deformation range and the strength. The deformation (6.3-1) that was introduced earlier in

this chapter and used to create the model of a growing tumor, may be a good candidate for

animation by the placement algorithm. It can be done by ttre alteration of the transformation

originally given by Eq. 4.3-2 . Because of the way the deformation (6.3-1) is produced, it

can be called a radial algorithm.

Ái = (_1)e roundú#ï)

Âi = (-1)É roundtfl

LX ¡ lm,n f -Xt lm +Ai,n +Ljf-Xt lm,nl
Z

Yt lm +Ai,n +Ljl-Yt lm,nl

(6.4-1)

LYtLm,nf-

Rx

Ry

The variable k counts iterations and ensures that contraction and expansion of the

deformation patterns are generated with equat probability. The meaning of all remaining

variables and symbols are compatible with those introduced in Chapter 4.
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In the sequence of images in Fig. 6.4-1 from (a) through (c), several representative

movements from the list of consecutive trials are depicted. The algorithm (6.4-1) was set to

accept all moves that were generated. It was done by assigning and keeping the

temperature-like parameter T at a relatively high value so that (4.3-5) was very close to

unity. The reference image, schematically represented by the image grid, is superimposed

onto the deformed image. In the course of movement generation, the grid takes different

positions within the image frame. The deformed image is shown in the gray level

representation and remains unchanged throughout the whole sequence. The sequence starts

from the image (a), in which two moves ere generated. In the right upper part of the image

a contraction move was generated. In the central image part and close to its left border, in

contrast, there is a an example of expansion move. In images (b) and (c), further

deveþments of the algorithm generation are shown. The reference gnd as a whole stays in

place with sharp variation of the mesh size.

The translation and radial versions of the deformation were generated randomly, but

with probability Pç and l-Pç, respectively. Pc is a parameter that controls the proportion

of these two different types of deformation. Fig. 6.4-2 shows some of the sequence

generated by the algorithm with P6 = 0.05.

Despite such a low proportion of translation, these images show grid smoothness and

translation.

That idea of combining the translation algorithm (the most general way ro generate

moves) with a particular deformation pattern that is expected to occur in a particular

application, forms the base of the Composite Movemenr Algorithm.

The concept of the Composite Movement Algorithm is explored in the experiment

described at the end of this chapter.
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(a)
Fig' 6'4-1. (a) - (c), A sequence of movements uùóriø o a 30 x 30 pixel image. The reference gridfrom an undistu¡bed image is m-oved following tttä r.qu"n"" or *oíes generated by the movementalgorithm according to Eq.6.4-1.
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o)

Fig. 6.4-l contd.
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(c)

Fig. 6.4-l contd.
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(a)
Fig' 6'4-2' (a) - (d)' A sequence of movements appriø to a 30 x 30 pixel image. The reference grid
from an undisrurbed image is.moved_followìng rirä *qu"*;iñ;;g""erated by the composiæMovement Algorittrm according úo Eqs. 43-l and O.¿_t witn pc = 0.05.
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o)
Fig. 6.4-2 contd.
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(c)

Fig. 6.4-2 contd.
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(o

Fig. 6.4-2 contd.
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6.5. Experiment 5

In this experiment the model of a growing mass, already discussed in Section 6.3, was

subjected to the optimization. The displacements and the divergence field were to be

recovered.

Figures E.5-1a and E.5-1b depict the recovered displacements in the ¡ and

y directions, respectively. There is some noise at those points that correspond to the tissue

objecr But the major feature of the applied deformation is recovered: The abrupt change of

the displacement sign, simultaneously for both directions, is at the center of the

deformation. It can be compared with Fig. 6.3-5.

Charts 8.5-2a and E.5-2b show the displacement error (the subtraction of the simulated

and recovered displacement, calculated at every point of the image plane). For the majority

of points corresponding to the tissue , there is a considerable amount of fluctuation centered

about the zero value. The amplitude of that variation is within the range of (-0.60,1.36) in

the x direction, and (-0.79,0.75) in the y direction.

The divergence field (8.5-3a and b) based on the recovered displacement fields, despite

some contamination with noise, reproduces the major feature of the simulated deformation,

a sharp and distinguishable peak positioned at the center of the image. This coincides with

the position of the simulated tumor $owth at the position (15,15). There is a remarkable

agreement between the positions of these maxima in both representations, wireform and

contour charts.
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The same peak in E.5-3a shows as two concentric regions in the center of the image

E.5-3b. The shallow groove clearly visible in Fig. 6.3-6b is losr here. In the chart E.5-3b

there is only an irregularregion that approximately defines the tissue boundary.

This experiment w¿ls conducted using an Apple Macintosh II computer.

In the course of the optimization, cooling schedule (4.4-2) was adopted with the

following setting: a =0.1. The flexibility limit was set to F = I and the iteration constanr

was set to C1= 59.

Fig. E.5-4 shows the correlation and the difference in the course of the optimization.

The optimization was terminated after about 60 hours.

In Fig. E.5-5 the acceptance ratio and averaged time are presented.

The cooling schedule (Fig. E.5-6) shows the number of stays (stops) at a few

particular temperature-like parameter levels. The last stop in the decline is particularly long.

The decision to terminate the process was made because of time limitations.
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Fig- E'5-la' The displacement field recovered from Image Conelation Technique in úre¡ direction.
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Fig. E.5-2b. The difference between simulated and recovered from Image Correlation Technique
displacement, in the y direction.
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TEMPERATURE

Fig. E.5-6. Image optimization. "Temperaûre" of the system as a function of the computing time.

6.6. Experiment 6

In this experiment the model of a growing mass already discussed in Section 6.3 was a

subject of the optimization. As in Exp. 5, the displacements and the divergence field were

to be recovered.

The differences between Exp. 5 and Exp. 6 relies on two aspects. First, Exp. 6 was

conducted using a different computer, the Siemens LiteBox, and second, instead of the

translation algorithm, the composite placement algorithm was used.

Figs E.6-1a and E.6-1b depict the recovered displacemenrs in the x and y directions

respectively. The major feature of the applied deformation was recovered. This result can

be compared with Fig. 6.3-5.

Char:ts 8.6-2a andE.6-2b show the displacement error (the simulated displacement

minus the recovered one, calculated at each image point). For the majority of points
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corresponding to the tissue, there is a certain amount of the fluctuation. The amplitude of

that variation is within the range of (-0.54, 0.75) for the x direction and within

(-0.73,0.69) for the y direction. These results are better than those presented in Exp. 5.

The divergence field @. 6-3a and b) based on the recovered displacement fields

reproduces the major feature, a sharp and distinguishable peak positioned at the center of

the image. Similar to results in the Exp.5, there is a striking agreement between the

positions of these maxima and position of the simulaæd tunror.

The peak in E. 6-3a shows as two concentric regions in the center of ttre E. G3b image.

The shallow groove visible in Fig. 6.3-6b is lost here.

In the course of the optimization the cooling schedule Ø.a-Ð was adopted with the

following setting: a = 0.1.

The partition control parameter was P¿. =0.3 (30Vo translation moves and,7}To radial

moves).

The flexibility limit rwas set to F = 0.5 and the iteration constant was set to C7= 100.

The optimization was terminated after about 28 days. Because of memory limitations of

the statistical software that was used to display the data, the following charts include only

first 240 hours of the optimization. The optimization, however, d.id not change beyond that

point.

Fig. E.6-4 shows the correlation change in the course of the optimization.

In Figs. E.6-5 and E.6-6 the difference and the acceptance ratio are presented,

respectively.

The cooling schedule (Fig. E.6-7) shows the number of stays (stops) ar a few

particular "temperatures". The last stop that occurred at 0.00064lasted till the decision was

made to terminate the process .

Fig. E.6-8 shows the solution image after 28 days of the application run. By

comparing it with Fig. 6.3-4 that depicts the simulated deformation of the reference image

grid, it can be seen that the grid deformation in the center of the image was reproduced.
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Fig' E'6-1a. The displacement field recovered from Image Correlation Technique in the¡ direction.
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Fig. E.6-2a. The difference between simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
Correlation Technique, in the -r d.irection.
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Fig. 8.6-2b. The difference between simulated displacement and that recovered from Image
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Fig. E.6-8. Experimenr 6. The solution image.
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6.7. Discussion

In both presented experiments, ICT reproduced the deformation (6.3-1) that simulated

the model of a growing mass. This deformation can be analyzed in two separate stages: a

fracture of the tissue structrrre and an introduction into the opening of a new structure. That

new structure can also be viewed as inroduction of noise to the deformed image. The

simulation that has been demonstrated represents a difficult case as the center of the growth

was chosen to be positioned within a tissue of a relatively uniform density.

In this difficult environment, in both experiments, ICT reproduced the deformation.

The recovery of the divergence maximum at the exact location of the deformation

center, in both experiments, is evident. This result demonstrates that DDR could be a

valuable diagnostic procedure.

The composite version of the placement algorithm proved its usefulness. The

cooperative algorithm shows better accuracy of the solution as well as the narrower range

of the displacement elrors. The cooperative version in fact may be a very important factor

in the optimization for the systems where specific type of deformation is expected to be

present.
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CHAPTER 7

FINAL REMARKS

7.1. Conclusions

7.L.1. Discussion on Convergence

At the base of the ICT method formulations was the following idea. In Fig. 7.1-l a

chain of data marked by solid riangles and named before, was subjected to a deformation.

Each data point was restricted to a move only along the horizontal axis and within a

displacement limit determined by its distance to the neighbor ro the right or to the left. This

type of deformation preserves the continuity and the order of all data points. Therefore it is

conceivable to slide all data points along horizontal lines from their "before" position to fit a

new one marked as after.It can be done in the f,rnite number of steps, even by hand. Thus,

it is possible to write an algorithm that would be capable to match both data sets of poins.

If we were only interpolating both sets we could have said that we were matching two

functions sampled at the data points. The analogy to image matching is straightforward, we

only have to extend our set of data poinß to the second dimension. However, in the case of

an image matching, there is a complication. An image pixel, that corresponds to a data

point, represents an average value of the intensity function calculated over the pixel surface.

This may introduce an ambiguity in matching, especially in the case of violent

deformations. The only way to overcome this is to increase the number of the interpolation

curve samples.
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Fig. 7.1-1. One dimensional curve matching.

That simple intuition is the base for the methd formulation.

ICT is successful because of the following features that occur jointly:

1. The movement algorithm that, as it is proposed in Step 1 of Chapter 4, ensures

continuity of the temporary image at each stage of the optimization process.

2.The movement algorithm induces the move of the entire reference image grid at every

optimization step.

3. The shape of the correlation function (4.2-I) has a strong response only to a perfect

or almost perfect match.

As shown in Fig. 7.1-2, the enhanced dynamics of the correlation function occurs

within a very n¿urow range of values that a¡e not very much different from the value that

gives the exact match. In fact, this range extends only to about 5Vo on both sides of the

perfect match value. This means that in terms of the decision (4.3-4) the reference grid

(image) "sticks" to its counterpart, the deformed image, only at the locations of the potential

match (identical intensities in both images). In addition, as the temperature-like parameterT
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drops, these matched entries in both images that a¡e of relatively high value settle down

fust. As temperature-like parameter drops further, gradually, matching takes place for

image regions with the lesser and lesser intensities.

Moreover, by means of contolling the grid flexibility, and acually by limiting ir from

above, the grid continuity and order of the pixels are preserved.

But this is not the whole piøure. We need to be awa¡e of the fact that the conditions that

have been described above, a¡e valid and take place simultaneously for all points from the

surface of the match. This becomes evident, if we recall how the movement algorithm sets

into motion the entire reference image each time.
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Fig.7.l-2. Conelation function (4.2-l) for matching images given by (4.2-2) with / *[l,t]=100.
lþ enlanced dynamics of fte correlation function occurs for the range that extends oniy to about
5Vo on both sides of the perfecr march value (1 *[l,l]).

It is not a surprise that there must be a region in a multi-dimensional space where the

match of two given images is possible and the result is unique and accurate. The

configuration of this hypothetical space could be spanned by coordinates such as:

-noise level,

I
t= J* 1l =l n
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-the compression properties of the imaged object,

-the deformation strain level,

However, the task was to demonstrate that the method works. It was done using a

relatively low power computer, the Macintosh II. But its excellent graphical interface

provided the opportunity to interact at each stage of development of the method. Based on

the results and experience that were gained, transfer to high computation power and fast

super computers will be straighforward and at the same time all pending questions could

be addressed and solved in a reasonable time frame.

The Image Correlation Technique is a new method to determine the displacement field

due to the deformation of a reference image. The method works equally well for

deformations, including the large ones, and for non-linear cases.

The movement algorithm (Eqs. (4.3-l), (4.3-2), (4.3-3)) rhat was inrroduced, has

proven to be flexible and capable of reconstruction of different types of deformation. The

idea to complement the initial movement algorithm by a specific type of deformation, that is

expected to occur, proposed under the name of "composite" algorithm, extends the useful

range of possible applications. It also may shorten computations.

Usually in computer vision the following set of image processing operations is widely

accepted: restoration, segmentation, registration and eventually matching on the top of a

processing pyramid. ICT, as it is in the present form, bypasses all listed components and

deals with the recorded image directly.

There is no need for control points. It is the first method that attempts, with success, to

process and actually to relate images/pictures in one piece. The method opens new

possibilities in image processing.
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7.1.2. Control Parameters

For each application, there is probably a useful and an optimal range of the flexibiliry

parameter F . It can vary with deformation, noise and the image itself. Some additional

work that would help to understand the influence of the F parameter on the convergence

and computation time, would be welcome. It is important because F is the second factor,

apart from the cooling rate that has to be predeterrnined before the optimization method

starts to approach the solution. For now, selection of F relies mostly on the operator's

experience. Frequently, F as well as the cooling rate is adjusted and finatly selected at the

early st¿ges of the optimization.

It is important to generate a sufficient number of moves at each "temperature" level, to

let the system attain relative equilibrium. Almost everything in this method is

interconnected. This is particularly true with respect to all controls. The iteration constant

c7 and the set of cooling controls together ensure cond.itions for the system to approach

the solution smoothly and without unnecessary stops. On the other hand, there are time

constrains. Thus, for each group of applications an optimal range of parameters should be

worked out. But for now, when there is no broad statistic data on convergence, a particular

choice of the palï.meter set should be weighted by the operatols intuition and experience.

7.1.3. Noise

This thesis has shown the positive results of using the ICT method on rest images

under simulated deformations. Strains were large and deformations were non-linear.

At this stage, the question of noise was not addressed. Although, we expect that noise

will introduce spatial errors in the image matching, provid.ing there is enough time for

convergence, we anticipate that the proposed algorithm will almost always give the
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solution. Quantitative data on the improvement of the method's accuracy with respect to

different noise filtration æchniques would be most welcome.

The work presented included only matching between a real image and its simulated

deformation. And it was possible to reach an exact match. For this purpose, formulation of

the correlation function (4.3-2) was sufficienL

In Chapter 4 there has been proposed another formula for the correlation function

(4.3-2) that may be applicable in matching of noisy images that obey Eq. e.z-6).

It is true that introduction of noise will also introduce spatial error in the resulting

displacement. But because of the shape of the proposed correlation function, for points that

produce a mismatch the movement generated by the movement algorithm is not

significantly restricted. That is true even for a relatively low value of "temperature" when

the optimization is almost completed (relatively low dynamism for the correlation function

and for a broad range of noise values: 0Vo-957o and 1057o-l20Vo). The correlation

function, though, tends to play a considerable role in restricting pixels that are moving

around, when two entries from both images are very close in value, within the range of

95Vo-l05Vo. This is a particularly true when the temperature-like par¿ìmeter is low. Two

possible sources of errors may occur:

l. Noisy pixels from one picture may make a perfect match with the wrong and noise-

free pixels from the second image, and vice versa,

2. Noisy pixels do not find their counterpart pixels in the second image and do not

match.

The frst case is worse: when a pixel makes a mismatch, it anchors in a wrong position

and inserts undesired stresses in the whole image gdd. If number of points that make such

the mismatch (match with wrong counterpart due to noise) is high, the entire matching

process may be in jeopardy or the resulting quality of the match may be low. For only a

few mismatch points, the solution should degrade gracefully.
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From the above reasoning the following two statements can be made. First, it is
possible to make a successful image match, using the algorithm in its present form,

providing that the noise amplitude is not greater than 57o. And second, image matching is

still possible when noise exceeds the 5Vo limitatron, but the number of noisy points has to

be kept small.

One of the most inconvenient features of the method is the requirement for computer

time and speed. That is the main reason why the number of experiments is limited, noise

consideration is not addressed and no data was produced on the statistics of the

convergence.

7.L.4. Computer Implementation

This work is the result of author's fascination for computer technique and programming

in particular. It is true to say that development of the presented algorithms was

accompanied by a testing process of the author's abiliries. Despite of the fact that the

computer implementation is complex and advanced, there is need and room for

improvement and optimization of the code.

On the other hand, it has to be mentioned that the ICT method requhes calculation

power. Fig.7.3-l lists the computational speed of some presenr computers [Seiter, 199U.

The last data regarding new IBM instruments in development, is from the recent press

release by S. Cheifet(TV Journal of Computer Chronictes). Speed is given in MFLOPS,

an acronym for million floating-point operations per second.
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Fig. 7.1-3. Floating point operations for some present and in development computers.

The majority of the presented work was done on a computer Mac II which in fact is the

slowest one among others in chart 7.1-3.

But clearly, fast computers and the technology to build even faster computers, are

available. This is promising, and together with the improvements of the computer

implementation of the algorithm, the methd has an oppornrnity to be used in to the real life

applications.

Although we have exploited only gray level intensity representarion, instead, other

image properties such as region structures, level representation, semantic divisions can be

used separately or in the combination after certain atgorithm modification.
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7.2. Image Correlation Technique Applications

A new diagnostic procedure, Digital Differential Radiography for the automatic

detection of a growing mass, has been presented in Chapter 6. It utilizes a novel Image

Correlation Technique that brings out the displacement field. The procedure produces a

diagnostic image using two images of the part of a body under investigation taken at

different times.

It is very important that only the displacement be involved in the process and the

solution of the problem becomes purely geometical in its nature. There is no concern about

the external forces necessary to develop the displacement. That significantly simplifies

medical application and makes it feasible.

The DDR procedure requires two radiological images taken some time apart. It marches

them to get the displacement field, and then calculates the digital divergence. The diagnosis

can be made from a two-dimensional image of the divergence field. Presence of maxima in

the diagnosis picture gives an indication of abnormal tissue growth.

In the computer experiment to test the procedure, I have used a CT image of a

mastectomy sample and simulated the deformation due to the tumor growth. The simulation

that has been used represented a difficult case the center of the gowth was chosen to be

positioned within a tissue of a relatively uniform density.

The procedure has high requirements for the computer time and speed and this is the

main reason why presented results are limited to only two experiments. However, the goal

was to demonstrate that the procedure works.

Digital Differential Radiography could be made more practical by making the algorithm

more efficient and by using faster computers. As the first algorithm to automatically match

an image to its distorted version, point for point, without hand generated control points, it

represents the beginning of a new, promising diagnostic tool.
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The new procedure is applicable to all imaging modalities, especially Computed

Tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging, and if proven robust in the presence of

noise could be also used with others.

DDR is easily generalized to include three-dimension images.

In general, ICT may be implemented in all these instances where matching by using

templates were adopted. Fig. 7.L-l may very well be an example of signal matching

[Friedman, 1968]. Among others, voice recognition could be one of the possible

applications.

ICT can form a basis of a new method of image reconstruction from projections. Based

on the algorithm presented in Chapter 4, Mazur E. very recently proposed a new and

promising method of reconstruction B. Manx,l992l.

7.3. Biological Atlases and Other Related Methods

Up to this point references were made only to works that were pertinent to the

development of the ICT method. In contrast, the following short review is the result of a

sea¡ch of recent literature. I refer to those positions that bear some kind of relevance to my

work.

Most of this work is related to the brain. The common assumption made is that an atlas

brain model and an individual brain image data are topologically equivalent, with internal

structures mutually deformed. A research goup from the Montreal Neurological Institute of

McGill University used a multiresolution registration method designed for automatic

identification of 3D Mzu images of a human brain [Collins, preprint]. They introduced a

volumetric brain structure model (VBSM) that contained volumetric and geometric data.

The volumetric data consisted of a grey level intensity, the magnitude and the direction of a

gradient. All were given for a number of different scales of mean MRI volume determined
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on a certain set of volunteers. The geometric data formed a set of polyhedral objects that

could be distinguished by anatomical n¿unes, tissue classifications and so on.

The proposed process of automatic segmentation consisted of finding a Eansformation

function between the individual patient data and a predetermined volumetric brain structure

model. This was done by calculating the 3D cross-correlation. The affîne transformation

was determined by optimization over translations, scaling and rotations, which represent a

set of linear parameters. For local matching, grey-level gradients and the direction

information were used to reñne local non-linea¡ deformations. For each scale space level a

grid with spacing equal to the scale was identified. At each crossline point of the grid,

within space limited by a radius equal to the actual scale, the cross-correlation with respect

to the intensity, the gradient and the direction was evaluated. The best set of local

deformations was then found at each grid node. The important feature of the algorithm is

that the solution of each scale level is considered an input data set for the next, higher level

in the resolution hierarchy.

Twenty MRI scans regarded as normal 3D brain scans were used to create the VBSM

model. The volumetric data associated with different levels of the scale was arranged to

form a pyramidal structure. The averaging of the volumetric data was done manually. Five

data sets were prepared to accommodate the scale range (2 mm to 32 mm). However,

non-linear matching was tested only on a model whose crossection consisted of two

concentric ellipsoids representing the brain and two smaller ellipsoids inside that

represented ventricles. A simulated volumetric model was formed by distorting the original

one using a thin plate spline warping deformation. Both the original model and the

simulated one were on 256 x256 x 120 matrices with voxel size equal to 1 cubic mm.

The r.m.s. error for the recovered deformation was 9.2 mm for linear recovery and 6.4

mm for non-linear recovery (all at a scale equal to 4 mm).

A similar multiresolution approach with elements of elastic deformation was applied by

Bajcsy and Kovacic [Bajcsy, 1989]. This method relied on preliminary extraction of a
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solution at the coarsest level. Then an approximate solution from the f,rst level was passed

on to an intermediate (finer) level, and after a necessary refinement the resulting

approximate entered the finest level. After the third level correction, the solution was used

to produce an incremental deformation that was checked again throughout the 3-level

matching extractor described above. The whole process was repeated until the desired

matching was achieved. Each resolution level was obtained from the previous one using

resampling by a factor n¡¿o. Matching was performed in two stages. First, global matching

was applied that involved scaling, translation (based on aligning the centers of "mass") and

rotation (around the center of "mass"). This type of matching was performed only at the

coarsest level. To perform elastic matching a certain preconditioning was done to both CT

and atlas data- Also a suitable choice of landmark structures was selected:

"LJnfortunately, edges of only a very limited number of structures can be detected in

the CT brain. So far two matching structures have been used, the outer edge of the brain

atlas was matched to the outer edge of CT brain and brain atlas ventricles were matched to

the CT brain ventricles. Other anatomical structures in the brain atlas are deformed as a

side-effect of ventricle and outer edge matching because deformations propagate through

the elastic matching process. For matching purpose the atlas brain ventricles and the rest

of the brain were colored using an average grey value of the corresponding regions in the

real CT brain." [Bajcsy, 1989].

The elastic matching was performed on each multiresolution level.

As a similarity measure the correlation function projected onto a complete system of

Hermite polynomials was evaluated at each grid site and its close neighborhood

(3 x 3 x 3). t ocally, to maximize the correlation function (to make a better match), a

force (proportional to a gradient of the correlation) was assumed to be exerted upon the

local surrounding of each grid point. This force was used in the Navier's elastic

equilibrium equation. The solution of that equation was a new value for the displacement

that had to be applied to the local neighborhood in order to get better match. The solution
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assumed an isotropic and homogeneous body and any stretch was considered not to

produce perpendicular shrinkage. By iteration the final solution (matching) was obtained.

The method was applied to match brain images from two existing atlases (i.e. two

different brains). Other examples matched real 3D CT data with brain atlas models. The

rhethod was tested for different sets of the elastic constraints.

Another approach based on the prior knowledge of landmark points was taken by

Bookstein [Bookstein, 1989], [Bookstein, 199U. Landmark points are points that have

biological labels and usually their relative spatial locations are known as well. This method

has previously been pursued and reviewed in our laboratory lzhou,lggil.
A suitable general purpose interpolation function r2log, was introduced to med.ical

applications by Bookstein fBookstein, 1991] to connect individual data to its counterpart in

an atlas. The function satisfies a biharmonic equation and was found to model a thin steel

plate tacked in the z direction at the position of landmark points. This deformation

corresponds to a spatial arrangement of the sheet for minimal energy. The two-dimensional

data are interpolated by a spline function formed as a linear superposition of an affine term

with the sum of two-vector multiples of the function described above. The term r has the

meaning of the Euclidean distance of a given point from each landmark point in turn. For

the set of N landmark points there is a numerical solution that involves an (N +3) x (N +3)

matrix. The resulting transformation will map a set of landmark points from one object to a

corresponding set of another object.

The application of the interpolation based on landmarks seems to be the most

appropriate in production of atlases of different body pars, especially of the brain and parts

that are adjacent to it. The soft tissues of the brain a¡e in fact in a strict conf,rnement sitting

within the skull and supported by other tissues. Neglecting trauma cases and early

development, the brain of a particular individual remains unchanged with respect to its

shape, size and relative spacing between its constitutive parts.
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An average biomedical atlas provides useful information about particular brain

structures. It is commonly assumed that healthy brains to a certain degree have the same

topology and differ only in shapes. Because of that, it may be possible to associate a brain

atlas with all parameters of a geometrical, anatomical or even metabolic nature as well as

mutual relations between them. There is a well established relationship between the spatial

distribution of landmark points and the disease, age or, even in case of bone remains,

intermediate stages of the development of species.

Bookstein suggests [Bookstein, l99l] using the thin-plate spline concept for the

formulation of biomedical atlases, by utilizing the information caried by a set of landmark

points. The morphomeric technique includes:

"... the construction of a deformation relating any configuration of landmarks to any

other via thín-plate splines, the extraction of statistically useful 'components' or 'factors'

of the deformations, the application of the spline to deform individual clinical images into

the geometry of the average shape...".

The deformation is viewed as composed of paftial warps that are eigenfunctions of

some quadratic form that is equivalent to an energy operator in plate bending. The idea is

demonstrated using a configuration of 13 midsagittal MRI landmarks taken from nine

student volunteers.

There are number of works that utilize Monte Carlo methods in the field of image

restoration. In a recent paper by Grenander et al. [Grenander, 1991], the concept of a

deformable template was used to remove noise from degraded images. The procedure has

proven to be robust for different types of noise and degradation. Gaussian noise was

generated with a variance up to 0.2 for the degradation of the pixel values that were

considered from the [0,1] interval. Also degradation using uniformly distributed blocks of

black (zero intensity) was introduced and successfully tested. The restoration relies on prior

knowledge of the location and approximate orientation of of an object. It was suggested

that finding these was to be dealt with at a separate initialization stage, before the
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deformable templates method can be used. If both, the template and the data image, were

located at different coordinates of a picture, the algorithm was able to adjust and produce a

successful restoration for the rotation less then TclS (22.2 degrees) or when a translation of

the entire object was less then l7o (0.64 pixels).

The method is sensitive to the influence of the image boundary. If an object is placed

close to the boundary or fills the entire image, parts that are adjacent to the boundary are

tansformed very differently from the parts that are closer to the center.

The article presents restoration results of an X-ray image of a human hand. A variety of

images degraded from that image were produced (data images) to test the restoration

algorithm. The template consisted of a digitized picture of an X-ray of a different hand,

basically in the same configuration. This hand image was initially smoothed and placed in

the image center against zero background to form the template.

There is an apparent difference between the template hand and the reference hand that

was used to produce the data images. (These are presumably two left hands of two

different people.) However, the spatial Íurangement of the anatomic constitutives as well as

overall position of both hands were similar.

Deformation of the template and restoration of the reference object was achieved

through the dynamic Monte Carlo approach. The underlying theoretical formalism is very

sophisticated. The basic idea is that the restoration object is generated by a set of

transformations applied to the template. The template itseH focuses all important features on

a given class (set) of objects:

"The transformations are set so as to preserve certain features of the template that are

characteristic to the set of objects....In the spirit of the Bayesian staristics, a prior

distribution is specif,red for the set of transformations rather than directly for the space of

the images, reflecting an assumption as to which transformations are more likely, or in

other words, which transformations preserve the characteristic featu¡es of the object set.

The true object is then assumed to be a realization of the random transformation applied
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to the template, and the tue image is generated by the true object via the prescribed

mapping."

The authors point difficulties, such as the transformation and the rotation of a template

with respect to the data object influencing the restoration quality. And there is little said

about the object deformation itself, as the object and the template are basically the same.

Moreover they limited themselves to one example of the hand object and image restoration

degraded by variation of noise rather then the geometrical deformation. The proposed

restoration itself provides an insight into the structural understanding of pictures

(Grenander, !988).

Another example of the restoration of an object degraded by additive Gaussian noise

and blurring its image is the work by S. Geman and D. Geman [Geman, 1984]. Pixel gray

levels and the orientation of edges are viewed as energy states. By applying the annealing

technique states that correspond to lower energies (representing an enhanced image) are

refined.

An interesting approach can be found in work by Witkin et al. [V/itkin, Terzopoulos,

Kass, 1987]. It combines some aspects of a variational surface reconstruction and search

through the scale space with a signal matching procedure. Practical implementation

involves the minimization of energy (a function of the deformation) that is composed of

two tenns. One of them is responsible for smoothness of the reconstruction and the other

serves as a similarity measure. The optimization process starts at a large scale where the

signal is smooth and the solution relatively easy to extract. Than the solution is tracked

down for declining values of the scale parameter.

The method recovers the deformation between two one-dimensional signals that have

been deformed with respect to each other. An example of motion detection was given. In

another example, by simple scanning of an image plane the method was applied to a pair of

images to form a stereogam.
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A similar approach to the stereo vision problem can be found in recent work by Barnard

[Barnard, 1992]. By using a simulated annealing approach he was able to determine dense

¿urays of disparities resulting from two stereoscopic images as opposed to the other

conventional approach such as feature matching. He assumed that matched points were of

the same or similar intensity and that the resulting disparity image had to be smooth.

Disparity itself was associated with an energy concept and was subject to minimization by

simulated annealing. The energy function was defined locally around any point of a left

image as the sum of absolute intensity differences of points from the left image and the

right one. The position of the point from the right image resulted from the current disparity.

To preserve smoothness conditions an additional term was added to the energy function.

That term was a sum of the disparity differences taken from eight pixels surrounding the

local one. The optimization was carried out by a random selection of a disparity par¿rmeter

in all sites of the disparity (resulting) image.
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